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The Earth Belongs to Allah.

THIS IS WHY YOU ARE

A CHRISTIAN TODAY

We did not practice Christianity before slavery. 
Christianity was forced on us. 
Whoever  did not accept this religion would be beaten or killed.
Before Christianity, Black people practiced the religion of Peace.

Based on a Facebook post by “Young Chizz”
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Brother Khalil Shabazz

By Brother Khalil Shabazz

DETROIT--Messenger Elijah Mu-
hammad taught us that the White 
race is “disagreeable to live with in 
peace!” 
  He taught us that they are nothing 
but “Peace Breakers” who destroy 
the peace of others. 
  The method that is often used by 
the White race to destroy the peace 
of Original people is by making a 
public mockery of them. 
  Back in 2009 the New York Post de-
picted President Obama as a chim-
panzee being gunned down by two 
White police officers. 

body parts of Native Americans. 
  The bloody scalps or “redskins” 
and other body parts of the Na-
tives were like trophies to the 
White man. 
   Daniel Synder and the “Wash-
ington Redskins” refused to 
change the name and stop using 
the logos and mascot that are of-
fensive to the Native Americans. 
Even though they know the mean-
ing of the term “redskin.”  
  Now comes, Charlie Hebdo, 
a French newspaper known for 
making mockery of any and ev-
eryone. 

race will not have to take respon-
sibility for their peace breaking 
actions!! 
  Islam is a religion of peace and 
there is no such thing as a “radi-
cal form of Islam.” But the White 
man wants the Original people to 
suffer peacefully. He wants the 
Original people to withstand all 
of the White races humiliation 
and mockery without saying a 
“mumbling word!” 
  Even though Muslims don’t 
make a mockery of Jesus as the 
Christians do of Prophet Muham-
mad, it is Islam that continues to 
be the blame and being reported 
as being “radical!” 
  The disrespct of Prophet Mu-
hammad by Charlie Hebdo, the 
Washington Redskin mascots 
and the racist cartoon by the New 
York Post was not reported as be-
ing “radical!” 
  Charlie Hebdo’s, Daniel Syn-
der‘s and Sean Delonas’ refusal 
to apologize after they were made 
aware that their actions were of-
fensive, were not reported in 
the news as being “radical”. So 
the only conclusion that we, the 
Muslims, can come up with to 
describe these White Devils is the 
conclusion that Mr. Elijah Mu-
hammad gave us of them and that 
is “the White race is disagreeable 
to live with in peace!”

The French Connection

   One of the officers said to the other 
“They will have to find someone 
else to write the next stimulus bill.” 
  This cartoon caused Al Sharpton 
and other Civil Rights Leaders to 
speak out against this cartoon as be-
ing “an attack on African Americans 
as being synonymous with mon-
keys.” The New York Post  contin-
ued to stand by  Sean Delonas rac-
ist cartoon.  The New York Post’s 
response to the criticism from Civil 
Rights Leaders was “The cartoon is 
clearly a parody of a current news 
event, to wit the shooting of a vio-
lent chimpanzee in Connecticut. It 
broadly mocks Washington’s efforts 
to revive the economy. Again, Al 
Sharpton reveals himself as nothing 
more than a publicity  opportunist.”  
 Aside from that incident we have 
another example in the “Washington 
Redskin Mascot controversy.”  
  The term “Redskin” is a term used 
by Whites when they sold scalps and 

  On the morning of 7 January 
2015, two masked gunmen armed 
with assault rifles and other weap-
ons forced their way into the of-
fices of Charlie Hebdo in Paris. 
and fired up to 50 shots, killing 
eleven people and injuring eleven 
others during their attack. 
  But instead of the White race 
taking responsibility for their own 
actions and mockery they want to 
blame “radical Islam” for these 
attacks. 
  Because if the White man makes 
the public to believe that this at-
tack was the result of these men 
joining a form of radical Islam, 
then the radical form of Islam will 
be the “scape goat” and the White 

  Tetanus vaccines given to millions of young black women in 
Kenya have been confirmed by laboratories to contain a chemical 
called Human Chorionic Gonadotropin (HCG) that kills unborn 
babies.
  HCG was developed by World Health Organization (WHO) in 
1992 for the purpose of controlling the birth rate.
  More than 2 million young black girls and women were given 
the vaccine, pushed by The Catholic Church, UNICEF, the World 
Health Organization and Bill Gates of Microsoft. 
  The World Health Organization is headquartered in Geneva 
Switzerland. The 2000 census documents that more than 53% of 
the people in Geneva are members of some form of the Catholic 
Church.
  The deliberate adding of HCG to vaccines without full disclosure 
to the population is a heinous violation of human rights and human 
dignity. And a clear proof of Messenger Elijah Muhammad’s teach-
ing for 44 years,  that white people have a “PLAN TO DESTROY 
OUR RACE”.
  Messenger Elijah Muhammad warned all Black people in his 
book “Message to the Blackman in  America:
  “Our enemies, the devils, know and now seek to prevent us 
from being a nation through our women, as Pharaoh attempted 
to destroy Israel by killing off the male babies of Israel at birth.
  The thousand years before Moses, Yakub killed off the black 
babies at birth to produce this present white race.
  Pharaoh was envious of Israel’s future of becoming a great 
nation, beloved of Allah, which would overcome Egypt and her 
future as a world power.
   The same goes for the so-called Negroes and the slave-mas-
ters’ children. The slave-masters envy their once-slaves’ future 
and want to destroy it.
  So the best thing to do is to tell you the truth whether you 
care for it or not. I will feel, then, that I have done my duty as 
a member of the same Nation as you. My love for you and your 
future is the same as that for myself...”
   Here are just a few of the crimes now being committed against 
humanity under the guise of vaccinations:
  CRIME #1) No informed consent. None of these women in 
Kenya were told the truth that they were being injected with a ster-
ilization chemical designed to cause infertility.
  CRIME #2) Race-based genocide. The targeting of Kenyan 
women with this vaccine is a deliberate selection based on their 
race. By any reasonable standard, this would be called a racially-
motivated hate crime resulting in genocide.
  CRIME #3) The deliberate killing of a human being. The spon-
taneous abortions caused by these HCG-spiked vaccines results in 
the ending of a human life inside the mother’s body. These killings 
take place without the consent or permission of the mother, nor any 
opportunity for defense of the life of the unborn child.
  CRIME #4) Violation of Geneva Convention limitations on medi-
cal experimentation. All these Kenyan women injected with this 
vaccine are being used as human guinea pigs in a covert, criminal 
medical experiment. None of these women voluntarily signed up 
for this medical experiment, nor were they even informed. This is a 
medical crime against human beings.
  CRIME #5) Crimes against women. Only women were selected 
for this targeted sterilization vaccine effort, proving that this is 
not only a race-based crime but also a gender-based crime against 
women.
  And guess who’s the so-called “whistle-blower” in this case? Ke-
nya Catholic Doctors Association, a pro-vaccine organization.
   Messenger Elijah Muhammad warned us, in the same book, 
about this trick too,
  He wrote: “Mr. Yakub taught his made devils on Pelan: That -- 
when you go back to the holy black nation, rent a room in their 
homes. Teach your wives to go out the next morning around 
the neighbors of the people, and tell that you heard her talk-
ing about them last night.When you have gotten them fighting 
and killing each other, then ask them to let you help settle their 
disputes, and restore peace among them. If they agree, then 
you will be able to rule them both.  This method the white race 
practices on the black nation, the world over....”  
  You can see Clear Proof of how well the White Christians (Catho-
lics) have fooled even the Black Doctors, in Kenya.

Tetanus Vaccine Spiked with 
Sterilzation Chemical to Kill 
Black Babies in the womb

Continued on page 12
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Samson
& Delilah

“Samson, 
The Philistines 
are Coming!”

  Like the Samson of the Bible 
Kanye West is used here, as a 
symbol of the entire Nation of  
Black people. And Delilah (Kim) 
represents the Nation of white 
people. 
  Samson didn’t realize that he 
was being used as a tool, fool and 
a slave and neither does Brother 
Kanye.
  All he knew is that he had fallen 
in love with a beautiful woman, 
who was other than his own kind. 
  Neither men realized that it 
had been a plot designed by rich 
people in the government of his 
enemies.
  Messenger Elijah Muhammad 
taught us the meaning of 
Samson’s “seven locks of hair” 
being his source of strength. 
The Messenger said those seven 
locks of hair was a symbol 
of his SEVEN OUNCES OF 
BRAIN. His way of thinking. His 
knowledge of self.
  These modern-day Phillistines 
(rich white people in America) 
know the secret of the Black 

Man’s strength. And America 
is the woman who uses the art 
of temptation and seduction to 
destroy us.
    Temptation is the desire to 
perform an action that one may 
enjoy immediately or in the short 
term but will probably later regret 
for various reasons: legal, social, 
psychological (including feeling 
guilt), health-related, economic, 
Temptation is the inclination to 
sin. Temptation also describes 
the coaxing or inducing a person 
into committing such an act, by 
manipulation or otherwise of 
curiosity, desire or fear of loss.
  The “putting his eyes out”, 
The Messenger taught us, was 
changing his way of thinking. 
Blinding him to the knowledge 
of self.
  In the Biblical story Samson 
killed thousands of Phillistines 
with “the jawbone of an ass”. 
Messenger Elijah Muhammad 
taught us that the “jawbone” 
represent “speaking the truth”. 
  The Messenger also taught us 

that when we get the truth to one 
Black people we “kill five devils”
  When we study the timeline of 
our poor brother, Kanye West, it is 
plain to see how and why he was 
targeted by the “Phillistines”.
 In February, 2004, Brother 
Kanye released his album, “The 
College Dropout” That contained, 
in short, the following lyrics:
    “Cause they make us hate  
ourself and love they wealth
That’s why shortys hollering 
“where the ballas’ at?”
Drug dealer buy Jordans, 
crackhead buy crack
And a white man get paid off of 
all of that”
  West is one of the world’s best-
selling artists of all time, having 
sold more than 21 million albums 
and 66 million digital downloads. 
He has won a total of 21 Grammy 
Awards, making him one of the 
most awarded artists of all-time 
and the most Grammy-awarded 
artist of his age.
 In 2005, Kanye West became a 
true Samson (strong Blackman) 

when he spoke up in front of  
more than 3 million viewers 
during a live TV fundraiser for 
the victims of Hurricane Katrina. 
and said, “George Bush doesn’t 
care about Black people.” He 
also blasted the media for the way 
they portrayed the Black victims. 
“I hate the way they portray us 
in the media,” West said as white 
actor, Mike Myers, on stage with 
him during the segment, grew 
visibly nervous. “You see a Black 
family, it says they’re looting. You 
see a white family, it says they’re 
looking for food. And you know 
it’s been five days because most 
of the people are Black....” The 
same year, Time named West one 
of the 100 most influential people 
in the world.
  It took nine (3 X 3) years  to 
seduce Brother Kanye, but our 
poor brother made it clear to all 
of us that they had put out at least 
one eye when he accepted the 
“2015 BET Visionary Award”. 
 Kanye West tried to convince 
himself and the audience that 
racism is no longer a problem in 
America. “This is a generation 
that is far less racist,”  
  West suggested that the success 
of artists like Beyonce and the 
election of the nation’s first Black 
president is evidence enough that 
racism is no longer a problem in 
America.
“We’ve had The Cosby Show, 
Obama’s president, Beyonce’s 
great…that’s passed,” he added.
Instead, West insisted that the 
real enemy is classism and the 
growing divide between the 
wealthy and poor in America.
  He said, “It’s not about racism 
anymore. It’s classism. Like Paula 
Deen, she was old school with it. 
They like, ‘We don’t do it like that 
anymore, that’s racist. We classist 
now.’”

  We know from the Biblical story 
of Samson that after his eyes were 
put out, he began to realize he 
had been tricked (his hair grew 
back) and with the help of “a little 
boy”  brought the whole Philistine 
Temple down killing himself and 
thousands of his enemies.
  During the BET speech we 
noticed that Brother Kanye also 
made the following statements:      
“They want to present the idea of 
making it to the league or making 
it to be a rapper and not the idea 
of becoming an owner...and they 
would do anything they can to 
make it seem like a truthful idea 
is a stupid idea or crazy idea” 
  Who is the “They”, Brother 
Kanye?  We know it’s white 
people!
  Brother Kanye also said 
during his acceptance speech: 
“Don’t think that because we 
can afford this custom Balmont 
suit that we’re free. And don’t 
think that because we can buy a 
three hundred thousand dollar 
($300,000) car that we’re free.”
  Who is the “We”, Brother 
Kanye? It’s Black people, right?
  When the mainstream media 
reported the speech Kanye West 
gave, on racism, at the BET 
awards in 2015, they made no 
mention of that part of his speech. 
  But rather they sensationalized 
the misleading information he 
gave so that “we” wouldn’t see 
that small lock of hair left on his 
head.
  But we are not the only ones 
who see it, so look out Brother 
Samson, they’re not done with 
you yet. And your people haven’t 
given up on you yet.
  You don’t have to kill yourself 
to pull the whole house down. 
Read “The Fall of America”, by 
Messenger Elijah Muhammad. 
It’s already falling. Just come out 
of her!  

  Delilah, meaning “[She who] weakened” is a character in the Bible (Book of Judges) whom 
Samson which means “man of the sun”  fell in love with. 

   Delilah was approached by the lords of the Philistines, to discover the secret 
of Samson’s strength, “and we will give thee, every one of us, eleven hundred 
pieces of silver.” Three times she asked Samson for the secret of his strength, 
and all three times he gave her a false answer. The first time, he told her, “If 
they bind me with seven green withes that were never dried, then shall I be 
weak, and be as another man.” Then he told her, “If they bind me fast with 
new ropes that never were occupied, then shall I be weak, and be as another 
man.” The third time, he told her, “If thou weavest the seven locks of my head 
with the web....”[3] On the fourth occasion, he gave her the true reason: that 
he did not cut his hair in fulfillment of a vow to God;[4] and Delilah, when 
Samson was asleep on her knees, called up her man to shave off the seven 
locks from his head, then betrayed him to his enemies: “The Philistines took 
him, and put out his eyes, and brought him down to Gaza, and bound him with 
fetters of brass; and he did grind in the prison house.”
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FROM THE PUBLISHER
How to Fight Back

   ‘Our unity with God, Who has already ap-
peared among us in the Person of Master Fard 
Muhammad, to Whom praise is due forever, will 
set us in heaven while we live and on this earth, 
our national home.’

  In the Name of Allah, Who came 
in the Person of Master Fard Mu-
hammad. I thank Him for raising 
up His Last and Greatest Messen-
ger, The Most Honorable Elijah 
Muhammad  (peace be upon him)
  As-Salaam-Alaikum.
Messenger Elijah Muhammad 
taught us in his Book, The Fall 
of America, that We “cannot 
have peace until the power of the 
peace-breaker has been broken.”
  White people are the peace-
breakers! Plain and simple. I 
know it! You know it! And they 
know! 
  No matter how many “peace-
ful protest” we have against the 
murder and mistreatment of our 
people, the white people continue 
to do the same evil to us that they 
have always done.
  But we, Black men &  Black 
women, have the power to stop 
him overnight.
  Think about it. What makes 
white people so powerful? What 
do they have that we don’t have? 
It is their ability to do EVIL! 
That’s what! They can’t rule 
without it! The DEVIL can not 
rule without EVIL.
   And we know for a fact, based 
on their own history, WHITE 
PEOPLE ARE DEVILS!!!!
   Evil is the force that gives white 
people their power!
   Their nature is different than 
Black people because of  what 
scientist call “genetic mutation” .
  Scientist say: “Caucasians have 
more...traceable mutations (such 
as white skin and blue eyes) than 
any other people.”
  White people’s ability to do evil 
without remorse is another mu-
tation that sets them apart from 
other humans.
   God and the Devil are oppo-
sites.  Good and Evil are oppo-
sites. Black and white are oppo-
sites. Do you see a pattern here?
  Black people are the most lov-
ing, forgiving, merciful people 
on earth. Those are attributes of 
the True and Living God.
  Check our history! Our poor 
mentally dead people being 
gunned down in the streets and 
are still trying to “Love their en-
emies”.
  They are doing everything they 
can to try to come to some kind 
of civil understanding with the 
white people. They are marching, 
laying in the streets, and protest-
ing all over the country trying 
to get white people to agree that 

“Black Lives Matter”. But the 
devil just laughs and keeps gun-
ning us down.
  What Black people don’t under-
stand is that even the God they 
say they believe in won’t forgive 
white people for their treatment 
of us. 
  In the first book of the Bible 
(Genesis 15:14) God says, “ I 
will punish the nation they serve 
as slaves, and afterward they will 
come out with great possessions.”
  Since we have been taught by our 
Messenger from God, The Most 
Honorable Elijah Muhammad, 
that We are The God that we read 
about in the Bible, we also had to 
be taught how to fight the devil 
(white people). And we were!
  God uses the FORCES OF NA-
TURE to fight the Devil. So we 
don’t need guns, knives, bombs 
or any of the weapons designed 
by white people to fight them. We 
only need to BE OUR NATURAL 
SELF (Muslim).
   The word “Muslim” means one 
who submits his or her will to do 
the will of God.
  The Force that gives us our pow-
er is the opposite of the force that 
gives white people their power.
   White people used their force 
of Evil to gain great wealth. The 
weapon we must use to Fight back 
will cause him to lose his wealth 
and increase our wealth.
   Our people have the right idea 
of “peaceful protests”, but just as 
in the days of MLK, they are go-
ing about it the wrong way.
   Messenger Elijah Muhammad 
showed us back then, while MLK 
and his followers were out in the 
street getting sprayed with wa-
ter hoses, getting dogs sicked on 
them and getting beat up, how 
to conduct a successful “Peace-
ful Protest”, and strike back at 
the devil (white people), without 
them ever knowing what hit them.
 You don’t have to show the devil 
how many people you can get 
together to walk down the street 
with you holding signs.
  The Messenger taught his fol-
lowers to hit the white man where 
it REALLY HURTS, in HIS 
POCKET! ECONOMICALLY!
   The Biggest Money makers in 
this country are Health Care, Pris-
on, Gambling, Entertainment and 
Cosmetics.
  Eating to live, as Messenger 
Elijah Muhammad taught, alone 
would save Black people Billions 
of dollars, in groceries alone, not 
to mention the money we pay to 
doctors and hospitals and phar-
macists for medical problems that 
can be cured naturally by eating 

the right foods and not eating too 
often.
  Add to that the Billions we would 
save by not smoking, drinking al-
cohol and soda pop, and gambling.   
 During the so-called “Civil Rights 
Movement”, Messenger Elijah 
Muhammad and his followers 
showed the world what a SUC-
CESSFUL PEACEFUL PRO-
TEST looks like.
   The Muslims used money they 
saved and became land onw-
ers, (farm land and real estate), 
purchaed educational centers,  a 
printing press, a jet plane, clothing 

stores, grocery, stores, restau-
rants, fisheries, and more.
  We don’t need to show the 
devil how many we have with 
us. As a matter of fact, it just 
might be better for us NOT 
showing our numbers. And be-
fore he knows anything we will 
have built the Nation of Righ-
teousness that we want.
  It’s in the making now. Keep a 
low profile and just do what is 
right. Stop smoking anything, 
stop drinking alcohol, stop 
gambling, spend money with 
our own kind.

  Messenger Elijah Muhammad 
gave us an “Economic Blueprint” 
to follow. 
  We don’t have to schedule some 
grand event to discuss it. Let’s 
just do it! 
  It is a very simple plan to follow. 
It is printed, below, for anyone 
who doesn’t already know. 

-Words of Messenger Elijah Muhammad

1. Separate yourself from the slave master.

2. Pool Your resources, education and qualifications for independence.

3. Stop forcing yourselves into places where you are not wanted.

4. Make your neighborhood a decent place to live.

5. Rid yourselves of the lust of wine and drink and learn to love self and your own kind before lov-
ing others.

6. Unite to create a future for yourselves.

7. Build you own homes, schools, hospitals and factories.

8. Do not see to mix your blood through racial integration.

9. Stop buying expensive cars, fine clothes and shoes before being able to live in a 
fine home.

10. Spend your money among yourselves.

11. Build an economic system among yourselves.

12. Acquire an education that creates unity and makes us desire to be with our own.
      1) Recognize the necessity for unity and group operation (activities)
      2) Pool your resources, physically as well as financially.
      3) Stop wanton criticisms of everything that is Black owned and Black  
          operated.
      4) Keep in mind - jealousy destroys from within.
      5) Observe the operations of the white man. He is successful. He makes 
          no excuses for his failures. He works hard in a collective manner. You do
          the same.

The Economic Blueprint
Reprinted from Message To The Blackman in America, pages 170 & 174
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Words of Messenger Elijah Muhammad - How To Eat To Live Book 2, Page 75

LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS
LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS LEAVE MY TEACHINGS AS IT IS 
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By Brother John 9X

Brother John 9X

answer from God Himself for 
our suffering. 
  Can a historical drama such as 
Selma completely rewrite his-
tory by ignoring the presence of 
the Last Messenger of God on 
the scene? Well, it does!!
Throughout the film the hero 
is Martin, who is in favor of 
the marches while the villain is 
President Johnson who initially 
had “better things to do” and 
later was against them.. Because 
we have bought into this, Broth-
ers and Sisters we have the situa-
tion of today.  2015!!  Ohhhhhh, 
they tell us “We’ve come a long 
way…….But we still have a 
long way to go.” How insulting 
is that?? Why do we have to go 
such a long way? 
  Because the devil himself was 
pushing further and further into 
the muck and mire.
   Because we didn’t follow the 
loving advice of the Messenger 
who was telling us this political 
solution of having the vote is not 
a solution.
  And that  The real way out is 
to seek a land of your own. That  
We must Love ourselves and do 
for self!! 
  Because we didn’t follow the 
Messenger’s orders, to the let-
ter, we are left in a world with a 
Black president who’s leading us 
nowhere. 
  We’re left in a world of Fergu-
sons and the NY Brother Eric 
Garner whom they choked to 
death (I Can’t Breathe!). A world 
of hopelessness where if any one 
of us protests we’re portrayed as 
anti police and anti American.  

“And the devil will say, when the mat-
ter is decided: Surely Allah promised a 
promise of TRUTH and I promised you, 
then failed you and I had no AUTHORI-
TY over you, except that I called you and 
you obeyed: so blame me not but blame 
yourselves. I cannot come to your help, 
nor can you come to my help. I deny your 
associating me with Allah before. Surely 
for the unjust is a painful chastisement.”  

      The time of the fulfilling of the above verse of the Qur’an is 
now going on among the so called Negroes and their slavemas-
ter’s children. It is the greatest desire of the devil: to deceive the 
people of God against the Truth and God’s Messenger of Truth. 
  The poor American so-called Negroes were born 
and reared by this great enemy (The Devil) of Al-
lah and the Truth. They (the so-called Negroes) do 
not see nor know God, the devil, or even themselves.
  Therefore, spiritually, they are called blind, deaf, and 
dumb. They cannot see nor hear the Truth. The vi-
cious enemy, the devil has them scared to death. 
He put fear in the Negroes when they were babies, 
four hundred years ago -- says Almighty God Allah.
  The devil will not confess the Truth until he has no alter-
native-he has already deceived those who follow him. At the 
present time, nearly 90% of my people in America are fol-
lowing the devil and are actually  unaware of it. It is almost 
Hopeless, when it comes to trying to make them understand.
  They will even turn against you, their friend and sincere 
well-wisher, to the inducement of the devil’s empty promises.
  The devil in the above verse is not a spirit but a human be-
ing who is in the flesh and blood as you are: ‘the Caucasian 
race.” The above verse take it and keep it before your eyes as a 
warning, for it is TRUE. They will soon confess that Allah is 
true, and that I, Elijah Muhammad, am His messenger, and 
that I have brought to you the true promises of Allah (God), 
but you are denying them for the false promises of the devil.
  You have taken the devil to be the equal of Allah (God), 
and when the showdown comes, he (the devil) will deny 
misleading you. Note (the above words): “I called you 
and you obeyed me,” though he had no authority over 
the believers of the Truth (Islam), but he did know that 
they were afraid of him from the cradle, and that if he 
called them they would be afraid to disobey his call.
  It is a very dangerous time in which we are living in to ig-
nore the Truth, when it means your life or death. The great 
tricknology (their false friendship and promises) which 
is being played on you by the Caucasian race, and espe-
cially  your slavemaster’s children, you should not accept.
  I have brought you the Truth and the True promise of Allah 
(God), believe it and He will save you from fear and grief. See 
and read Chapter 7:21 of the Holy Qur’an (a most truthful 
scripture) where the devil swears that he is a sincere adviser. 
“And he swore to them surely I am a sincere adviser to you.” 
The white race rejects the religion of Islam, its God, and Holy 
Book (Qur-an), because it is a Universal Truth, and that both 
the Arab Prophet, Muhammad, and Jesus were dark men, 
and brothers of the darker Nation, though they (the white 
race) naturally object to being a follower of a black prophet.

 Hurry and join onto your Own Kind!
 The Time of this World is at Hand!

Teachings From 
The Holy Quran

CHAPTER 12:22

By Messenger Elijah Muhammad RHODE ISLAND--In the name 
of Allah, the Beneficent, the Mer-
ciful. We can never thank Him 
enough for raising up among us, 
the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, 
the Last and Greatest Messenger 
of Allah.

As-Salaam-Alaikum, Brothers 
and Sisters.

I don’t often go to the movies. 
Messenger Elijah Muhammad 
advised agaisnt it.
   Often it is just pure filth being 
so violent and full of blood that it 
would make your head spin. 
   But when  movie, Selma, came 
out in January,  starring black 
people and financed by black peo-
ple, my expectations were raised 
as was my curiosity. Maybe there 
was something out there worth 
spending my money on.
  Selma is a historical drama 
based on the Selma to Montgom-
ery marches for voting  rights 
which happened in 1965.  These 
marches were lead by a group of 
activists headed up by Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. At the beginning 
of the film you see 4 girls walking 
and talking in a church.  Then that 
church is blown up with the girls 
still inside.  
  This event was a defining mo-
ment for the civil rights move-
ment providing motivation for 
the marches. Another defining 
moment is when Annie Cooper, 
played by Oprah Winfrey, fills out 
an application to register to vote 
only to be asked a series of ques-
tions by the registrar and have her 
application rejected. 
  Soon after this there is a scene 
where Malcolm X visited Coretta 
Scott King telling her what would 
happen if the marches weren’t al-
lowed. 
  Other notables in the film were 
George Wallace who was the gov-
ernor of Alabama at that time, 
  John Lewis and Andrew Young 
both whom had pretty signifigant 
roles in the movement. 
   My only question is, “Where 
is the Honorable Elijah Muham-
mad?” The one man who had an 

Thinking About Selma

Oprah didn’t  tell the people that the Black people who went “DOOR 
to DOOR” to register other Black people to vote in Alabama were 
trying to get AN ALL BLACK POLITICAL PARTY??? Black people 
like Fannie Lou Hamer, Stokley Carmichael and Ella Baker! The 
“Black Panther” was suppose to be OUR SYMBOL to replace the 
White mans racist symbol, the “White rooster.” But all Oprah and 
Black people like her who Love the Devil want to do is ERASE THE 
BLACK POWER history in Alabama and replace it with making 
“America” believe that the intentions of the Black people who fought 
for “voting rights” was to share this Christian World of Filth with 
these Devils!!! Which is not the case!!

~Brother Khalil Shabazz

MISSING 
FROM SELMA!!!

  This is Black film, and should 
be supported by us. This is a film 
which will win Grammies for best 
music as well as several Academy 
awards. The film does a very good 
job presenting the marches them-
selves because it blends a film 
depiction with actual historical 
footage. But seeing us trying to 
withstand the police mens’ night-
sticks, watching the dogs chomp 
at us and having to swallow that 
arrogant devil George Wallace 
sneering at us is a lot to take.  But 
it is a film which shows and ex-
poses our heart---- a compassion-
ate one who is willing to forgive 
the devil.
  The NOI is pictured as some 
small splinter group of hate. 
   But by ignoring our soul, the 
teachings of the Honorable Elijah 
Muhammad we are left with noth-
ing.  So, go see this film. It does 
have a lot going for it. 
   But know that even though it 
shows us in a historical context 
it doesn’t give us an answer to 
our problems. It leaves us in the 
quicksand.  50 years ago, Black 
people chose Martin Luther King 
to be their spokesman.  But look-
ing through the eyes of today we 
know that a better choice would 
be to embrace Islam. To come 
home to ourselves. And to think, 
by watching Selma we realize 
that the real hero, the Honorable 
Elijah Muhammad is the one 
person who is neither mentioned 
nor seen. I’ve said it before and 
I’ll say it again Brothers, Sisters 
please…………..stop dancing 
with the devil once and for all!!
As-Salaam-Alaikum.
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WHY DOES THE KLAN 
WEAR HOODS?

Because when they’re done they go 
back to being your doctors, your 

lawyers, your governors, your police 
officers, your senators, your teachers, 

your judges, your co-workers, etc
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Karim’s

(313) 371-7033

Ask About 
Wholesale 

Pricing

karimbeanpie.com

We Ship 
All Over 
The United States

9 inch - $10.00
8 inch - $8.00
6 inch - $5.00

Mini - $2.00

BEAN
PIE

Honey Bean Pie
Add $1.00 each 
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HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF

9

By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

DETROIT--My love for knowl-
edge and truth brought me into 
the Nation of Islam. 
  When I first went to the Temple, 
I thought I’d never come back af-
ter being taught Christianity was 
a slave-making Religion. Even 
though deep down inside I knew 
something wasn’t right about my 
religion.
  What led me back was my curi-
osity; I wanted to understand why 
Muslims, who follow Messenger 
Elijah Muhammad’s Teachings, 
viewed Christianity in that way?
  The picture, that was positioned 
in the front of the Temple where 
the Minister teaches, of the guy 
hanging from the tree, with devils 
all around him smiling, enraged 
me. It made me wonder where 
the brotherly love was or love thy 
neighbor teachings. 
  That picture brought me back to 
my tenth grade history class with 
Mr. Crenshaw. 
  He would show us videos and 
spend the majority of the class 
teaching us about our REAL his-
tory. 
  One video in particular made me 
look at my religion in a different 
light. It was a video of the klu 
klux Klan hanging a black man 
on the cross setting him fire on to 
burn to death. 
  The screams were unforgettable, 
it was graphic but it was TRUTH! 
I wanted nothing but the truth; no 
matter how hard it would be for 
me to believe.
  I was on my journey to find the 
truth, but I had no idea where? 
  As I continued to visit the Tem-
ple, the new things I learned en-
couraged me to research other 
religions. 
  I wanted to get a better under-
standing of Islam, along with 
other religions. But no other reli-
gion gave me more truth and un-
derstanding than Islam, as taught 
by Messenger Elijah Muhammad. 
  This made me become more 
open-minded to learn new things.
   I read the Bible but I didn’t fully 
understand the Scriptures until 
I read the book “Message to the 
Black Man in America”. 
  Islam, gave me knowledge of 
self, my God, and my religion and 
taught me who the real devil is. 

My Journey To Islam
By Sister Keana Buchanan

  It has made me realize I had to 
completely relearn everything I 
believed was right. 
  I thought that because the ma-
jority of people in America were 
Christians, it was the true reli-
gion of God. But I would have 

never thought I was completely 
deceived by the devil (The white 
man).
 When I became eighteen years 
old, even after I received the truth, 
it was still hard for me to transi-
tion into the life of Islam (peace 
and righteousness).
  I didn’t want to disappoint my 
family or give up my way of life 
just so easily. I let the voices of 
others drown out the truth, and 
keep me away from Islam. 
  Most individuals were very ste-
reotypical of Muslims. They tried 
to make me believe Muslim wom-
en were oppressed and Muslim 
men were controlling and abused 
their wives.
   Even though all the accusations 
were false, I still allowed people 
to make me ashamed to join the 
Nation of Islam. 
  So for a year I hid the fact that 
I wanted to be a Muslim.   I was 
sensitive and took every comment 
against the Truth personally. 
  I was fearful of becoming Mus-
lim, though I had already fallen in 
Love with Islam. 
  I felt weak mentally and was an-
gry for caring about what others 
thought of me and Islam.
  On December 21, 2014 I re-

claimed my own and it was 
one of the best decisions I ever 
made.
  My belief in Islam became so 
strong nothing could come be-
tween me, Allah and his greatest 
and last messenger the honor-
able Elijah Muhammad. 
  Islam made me stronger. I now 
couldn’t care less about other 
people’s opinions. 
  It’s nobody’s business of the re-
lationship between me and Allah 
(God). 
  Becoming Muslim has made 
me a better woman and as I con-
tinue to grow as a Muslim wom-
an I will become even better.

‘I was on my journey to 
find the truth’

Sister Keana Buchanan

THE RESURRECTION and SEPARATION, of the once-
Black servitude slave in America must come to past. 
  This is why the whole of America and the world is in so 
much trouble today. It is due to the Work of Allah (God). 
  The Black People of America are the people of the Divine 
Supreme Being of Heaven and earth. 
  The Black People have been lost here, among the white 
race, for over four hundred (400) years. Now they have been 
found by God, Himself, and He is determined to carry out 
that which is written of Him. . . that is to Restore us again to 
our own Black People. 
  This is mentioned in so many of the prophecies concerning 
the return of the Lost-Found Black People. 
  The Lost-Found Black People are symbolized in the Bible 
prophecies, as the Lost Sheep, in the House of Israel (the race 
of the white man). 
  This work of the separation of the two peoples (Black and 
White) has begun. 
  These Divine Names that we have are one of the most direct 
proofs that the Work of separation is now going on. 
  To try to hinder the separation of the Black and White 
peoples is a waste of time. Allah (God) will let you waste 
your time and money and still you will not be able able to 
accomplish your desires. 

YAKUB
IN the days of Mr. Yakub, the father of the white race, Mr. 
Yakub, was seeking enough Black People out of Arabia from 
which to make his man (white race). 

  Mr. Yakub caused so much trouble to the peaceful settlement 
of the Arabian people until they had to yield to Mr. Yakub, 
and allow him to take those who were with him, to some part 
of the earth, other than Arabia, so that he could go ahead and 
make his man (white race). 

  Mr. Yakub had 59,999 converts who were willing to follow 
him anywhere he desired to go. These 59,999 converts are 
the number of people he used, from which to graft his man 
(white race). 

  Here we see that from the very beginning of the Black and 
white peoples, separation was a must. 

  The Holy Quran teaches us that separation of the Black and 
white peoples is a must. 

ANCIENT BABYLON 

 WE, FIND in the history of ancient Babylon that her fall was 
due to the ill-treament which ancient Babylon accorded to 
Israel (Bible,Dan.). 

  King Nebuchadnezzar, of Babylon, took captive the scholars 
of Israel; among them was Prophet Daniel. However, God 
was with these people and he frustrated the governments of 
both King Nebuchadnezzar and King Belshazzar, until they 
were forced to return Israel to Jerusalem.

EGYPT
  ACCORDING to the history of Egypt‘s enslavement of 
Israel, the Kings, Pharaohs, suffered Divine Plagues and 
Chastisement (Bible, Ex.). . . 

What Islam Has Done For Me

Continued on page 11

Reprinted from the MAY 9,1969 
edition of Muhammad Speaks

The Social Welfare System of 
the United States has over bur-
den America’s ability to borrow 
/ pay for it and collapse of the 
Financial system will follow. 
   One half of America receives 
some form of Federal Wel-
fare. Promises made for Social 
Security, Medicare, Medicaid 
and Obamacare are beyond the 
government’s ability to pay for 
them. Collapse is inevitable.

America is Over 
Burdened by Welfare
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By
Bro. Calvin Shabazz

Brother Calvin Shabazz

As Salaam Alaikum, 
I am Brother Minister Gibran Rashad

 of Muhammad’s Temple #2 in Chicago, 
taught and trained by 

Minister John Muhammad 
who was Named, Trained and Commissioned

 by The Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad 
the Last Messenger of ALLAH.

I served under Minister John Muhammad
 since 1987 becoming his Lieutenant 

and then taking on the role of Secretary. 
In 2005, I became the Assistant Minister 

to Minister John Muhammad 
and in his passing in October of 2014 

I took on the role of Minister 
of Muhammad’s Temple #2 in Chicago.

Please come and Join us at
 Muhammad’s Temple #2 in Chicago 

at 809 East 42nd Place 
every Sunday. 

Doors open at 1:30pm 
and the meeting start at 2:00pm sharp.

Come as you are!

The so-called 
African American 
must do for himself

ATLANTA--Peace to you broth-
ers and sisters. Calvin Shabazz is 
my legal name. The slave name 
is Calvin Woods. The name Sha-
bazz is of royalty or royal blood. 
  In 1555 a crime was commit-
ted on the continent of Africa by 
one John Hawkins, the grandson 
of King James of England and a 
known slave trader, who was an 
admiral in the British Navy.
  The Name of John Hawkins 
Slave Ship was the good ship 
“Jesus”, well known in Spanish 
ports.
  This is the ship Sir John Hawkins 
used to kidnap a whole nation of 
original people, not by force, but 
by trick (fraud). Then he disap-
peared and left our ancestors lost 
in the Western Hemisphere in a 
land where no one could speak 
their language.
  For 64 years, they were robbed 
of their language, culture, and 
their way of life and were treated 
as livestock.
  In 1619 they were shipped to the 
North corner of the West and put 
in the cotton fields of the south, 
from Louisiana to South Caro-
lina.
   For 379 years, they were not al-
lowed to read nor write or even 
open a book. 
  That same year (1619), King 
James commissioned William 
Shakespeare and 47 other so-
called scholars, to translate his 
own “version” of The Bible.
   On July 4, 1930, Master Fard 
Muhammad, the Saviour for  
Black people in America, arrived 

in the west, as written in the The 
King James Version (Matthew 24-
28), The Son of Man would come 
to West searching for the Lost 
Sheep.
  He found one, Elijah Muhamm-
mad, slave name Poole, in Detroit, 
Michigan. 
  There He made Himself known, 
delcaring that the Black people 
here under White America are 
decendants of the Holy Tribe of 
Shabazz who were lost for 50,000 
years. And that the white man is 
the devil.
  He, Master Fard Muhammad, 
came to redeem the so-called Ne-
gro and judge white America of 
the crime of murder, kidnapping 
and robbery.
  The recent murders of  black 
people, including Michael Brown 
in Ferguson, Missouri, Eric Gar-
ner in New York City Tamir Rice 
in Cleveland, Ohio, and Walter-
Scott in South Carolina  should 
be enough for a fool to see that 

Unity Rally
“No Justice For the 

Blackman in America”

Free Admission!!!

Doors open 1:00
Meeting Starts Promptly at 2

42nd Place at Cottage Grove

Chicago, IL

Continued on page 11

August 8, 2015 

For More Information Please feel free to contact:
(312)  479 6611
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Pakistani Muslim View

By Abdul Basit Naeem

Reprinted from the May 5, 1967 Edition of Muhammad Speaks Newspaper

Abdul Basit Naeem

  When Allah (Jehovah) went with Moses, to free Israel from 
the bondage of Pharaoh and his wicked people who were 
determined to hold Israel forever in a slavish condition. When 
Pharaoh heard that Allah (Jehovah), and Moses were after Israel 
in order to free Moses’ people, Pharaoh made up his mind to 
oppose the freedom of Israel. Allah (Jehovah) made Pharaoh an 
example of the American white race. 
  White America holds millions of Black People and she is not 
willing to let the Black People go, nor is she willig to give us a 
place here among them, to be free to oursleves. 
  White America keeps us, as Pharaoh did Israel, without a state 
or territory. 
  The Black People go from hand to mouth begging for bread 
and shelter. This is the reason now, why America is in a war with 
Allah (God). 
Allah (God) is bringing about all kinds of trouble and plagues 
against America. 
  Allah (God) fights in many ways. The Ways that Allah (God) 
uses, we cannot win against Him. Studying the history of these 
above-mentioned governments and peoples, who held slaves and 
mistreated them we find that not one of these histories show that 
the slave-holders mistreated their slaves, as badly as America has 
mistreated her slaves. For we do not find in the above-mentioned 
histories where they lynched and burned their slaves.. But here, 
America burns her slaves alive, bound to iron stakes and daily 
shoots them down on the highways without allowing them the 
opportunity to defend themselves, before a just judge, for White 
America does not have a just judge. 
  White America has mistreated the Black Man so much so, 
that the Black once-slave now has been made so blind, deaf and 
dumb, under this illtreatment, that he wished to remain with 
white America. They love the slave-master. But this does not 
help America, at all. 
I repeat the saying, HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF”. The 
separation of the slave and his master is a must whether it comes 
about today, or a hundred years from now; separation is a must. 
Thank you for reading,HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF.

Backs Messenger’s Long-Time Charge That 
White World is ‘Evil by Nature’

  Our people in the ‘Eastern” (i.e. 
“Orthodox’) Muslim world sim-
ply do not realize that, had it not 
been for the West’s wanton ex-
ploitation and total usurpation of 
our vast material resources in the 
days of old (when the various Eu-
ropean nations ruled most of Asia 
and Africa), we would not have 
to envy or beg of the “benevolent 
Big Brother” today for food or 
other aid. 
  THE “EASTERN” Muslims fail 
to fathom that without our own 
past weaknesses, which permit-
ted the Europeans to penetrate 
our peaceful lands and slowly but 
systematically dispossess us of 
our wherewithal - and even cause 
inestimable harm to our mental 

capacities - we would not find 
ourselves desperate or needy of 
economic support from others.
   As is stands now, there isn’t a 
territory of the righteous on earth 
which the “beasts” haven’t invad-
ed which consequently doesn’t 
bear the ugly tell-tale marks of 
their “presence.’ 
  There isn’t a community of our 
people where the white colonial-
ists’ notorious ‘divide-and-rule’ 
dogma has not gnawed at or 
substantially destroyed the very 
foundations of its original moral 
and social structure.
  There isn’t a spot on the plan-
et where the unsightly ‘weeds” 
(seeds of the wicked) have not 
somehow found a way to take 
roots. 

  LET US examine the matter 
closely: Just how did the white 
(Euro- American) world achieve 
its present “greatness”? 
  Certainly the white races were 
not always as rich or powerful 
as they are today. Certainly they 
did not come into their fortunes 
through hard work or sheer good 
luck. Nor did they reach their 
high plateau of prosperity via 
fair and ethical trade practices or 
through strict adherence to pious 
Judeo-Christian traditions. The 
answer is simple and obvious: 
The Europeans acquired their 
affluence by colonizing much 
of Africa and Asia as well as the 
Americas. 
  The U.S.A., in turn, attained its 
astounding success by driving 
off its first and original citizens, 
i.e., the red-skinned Indians, to 
concentration camps (otherwise 
known as “reservations” and 
through the use of 400 years of 
free (slave) labor. THE SLAVES 
- millions of them - were “indis-
pensable:”. 
  They were brought in from their 
African homeland to clear Amer-
ica’s snake-infested swamps, to 
dig irrigation ditches and canals, 
to plant and harvest corn and 
cotton, to build roads and shel-
ters and for generally carrying 
out the white slavemaster’s other 
wishes.
   Without this unprecedented 
and largely gratis supply of man-
power, the so-called ‘pioneers’ or 
“founding fathers’ of this country 
could not have gained a headstart 
or amassed the fantastic fortunes 
their descendants and heirs boast 
of and enjoy. 
  The mainstream of the U.S.A., 
of course, to this day remains 
infected with old ‘new world’ vi-
ruses, such as inequality between 
man and man. 
  The 22 million black ‘neph-
ews and nieces of Uncle Sam” 
(American socalled “Negroes”) 
are by no means considered or 
treated as equals of white “Great 
Society” members; nor are they 
allowed to exercise civil rights 
identical to those of the former 
slave-master’s children. 
  ONE CAN easily deduce that 
the West has excelled and con-
tinues to excel the East mainly in 
the realms of fire power and hu-
man oppression. 

  The Europeans are, indeed, as 
they have always been, great in-
ventors of lethal hardware. Their 
cousins on this side of the At-
lantic, on the other hand, are, by 
their own admission the world’s 
leading dealers in devices of de-
struction and death. 
  Together with that other white 
monster of military might - the 
U.S.S.R - they constitute the 
most serious continual threat to 
the world of peace, righteousness 
(ISLAM) and true human prog-
ress. Which only proves what the 
great U.S. Muslim leader, Hon-
orable Elijah Muhammad, has 
always preached and I have only 
in recent years learned from him: 
whites are, by nature, a race of 

mischief-mongers and evildoers. 
That is to say, they are nothing 
but the real DEVILS.

History Repeats Itself
Continued from page 9

  Slavery is alive and well!  “Hu-
man trafficking” is estimated to be 
the second-largest criminal indus-
try in the world, 
  As of 2014 there are an estimated 
35.8 million enslaved people in 
the world. In the U.S. alone, there 
are an estimated 60,000 people 
in modern slavery as of the same 
2014 study.
   In fact, there are more people 
in slavery today around the world 
than at any other time in history, 
despite it being criminalized in 90 
percent of countries worldwide. 
  The U.S. State Department has 
reported 50 percent of the 600,000 
to 800,000 people kidnapped and 
“trafficked” across international 
borders every year are less than 
18 years old, and 80 percent are 
female.
  According to the Polaris Project 
website, 70 percent of the female 
victims (ages12 to 14) end up in 
the commercial sex industry. 
  According to the National Human 
Trafficking Resource Center web-
site, “there have been 5,042 hu-
man trafficking cases reported this 
year so far in the U.S., and 3,598 
of those alone are sex trafficking 
cases. 4,155 of those reports were 
about females. While the nation-
ality of many is unknown, 1,845 
U.S. citizens or lawful permanent 
residents are among this number. 
452 of the trafficking cases are in 

“Human Trafficking” the 
New Name for Slavery

Texas alone.”
  In 2013, according to a Texas 
DPS report on the Texas DPS 
website, a large sex-trafficking 
ring operated out of Houston was 
revealed. 
  On March 30, 2015 the United 
States FBI website revealed:   “It’s 
sad but true: here in this country, 
people are being bought, sold, 
and smuggled like modern-day 
slaves.
  They are trapped in lives of mis-
ery—often beaten, starved, and 
forced to work as prostitutes or 
to take grueling jobs as migrant, 
domestic, restaurant, or factory 
workers with little or no pay...”

we can not continue to look for 
white people to change their dev-
ilish murdering nature. WE ARE 
GOING TO HAVE TO CHANGE 
OURSELVES.
  As Messenger Elijah Muham-
mad taught us, The first step is 
SEPARATION! Give the white 
man back his name, his religion, 
and his way of life and practice 
righteousness so that we can earn 
the protection of the God of Righ-
teous. He is the only one able to 
make war with this Beast.

African-American 
Must Do For Self
Continued from page 11
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   One Black doctor (Dr. Nagare) 
reportedly asked “What reason 
do the Catholic doctors have 
for lying?”   and went on to say, 
“The Catholic Church has been 
here in Kenya providing health 
care and vaccinating for 100 
years for longer than Kenya has 
existed as a country.” 
  In other words, the very group 
exposing the sterilization agenda 
of the tetanus vaccines is in fact 
a pro-vaccination group. 
  The vaccine was only being 
given to women of child-bearing 
years, not men or women beyond 
the age of fertility. 
  The same vaccine sterilization 
campaign was used in 1993 in 
Mexico and both Nicaragua and 
the Philippines in 1994. 
  Why don’t you hear about this 
on the news? Medical crimes 
against black people are perfectly 
acceptable to the white media 
as long as vaccines are used as 
the weapon.   Vaccines are the 
perfect weapon for population 
control for several reasons: 1) 
Nobody really knows what’s 
in them. 2) They can be easily 
spiked with hidden chemicals. 3) 
They can be administered under 
the cover of “public health.” 4) 
All governments and establish-

ment media will deliberately 
collaborate with the genocide in 
order to protect vaccines from 
being recognized as medical 
weapons. 
  So vaccines can be routinely 
used to inject populations with 
birth control chemicals or even 
stealth cancer viruses.
   In fact, this is exactly what 
happened to as many as 98 mil-
lion Americans during the mass 
polio vaccinations of the 1960’s 
and 70’s. 
  The CDC even documented the 
“accidental” injection of millions 
of Americans with the cancer-
causing SV40 simian virus, but 
the agency scrubbed all that his-
tory from its website in 2013. 
  In Kenya today, government 
authorities also claim the steril-
ization chemical was an “acci-
dental” contamination. That’s the 
excuse that can always be used as 
a cover story in weaponized vac-
cination schemes, where govern-
ments deliberately taint vaccines 
with known chemicals that end 
life, promote cancer or cause 
spontaneous abortions. 
  The World Health Organizations 
endorses it. The United Nations 
organizes it. Governments help 
fund it. Vaccine-pushing sci-
entists excuse it. Media outlets 

cover it up and censor the story. 
   When pharmacies in your 
neighborhood push flu shots and 
other vaccines, they don’t tell 
you they are part of a branch of 
medicine steeped in genocide, ra-
cially-motivated hate crimes and 
a medical war on women. They 
don’t tell you that flu shots still 
contain toxic mercury at concen-
trations 100 times the mercury 
found in ocean fish. They don’t 
tell you anything about what’s 
in those vaccines for the same 
reason that women in Kenya are 
never told what’s in them. 
  Vaccines are easily deployed as 
weapons against us, under the 
false cover story that they are 
saving humanity. What better 
way to pursue deliberate chemi-
cally-induced population control 
than to convince people they are 
being injected “for their own 
good?” This is precisely why Bill 
Gates famously said: “The world 
today has 6.8 billion people… 
that’s headed up to about 9 bil-
lion. Now if we do a really great 
job on new vaccines, health care, 
reproductive health services, we 
could lower that by perhaps 10 or 
15 percent.”
  Why would Bill Gates be talk-
ing about vaccines REDUCING 

human population if vaccines 
didn’t secretly contain steriliza-
tion agents? Remember, Gates 
is the same person who has 
funded all sorts of sterilization 
technologies including one that 
blasts men’s scrotums with high-
intensity sound waves to make 
them infertile. 
  The evidence of deliberate 
sterilization chemicals in United 
Nations vaccines raises the 
obvious question: Was the recent 
Ebola outbreak in West Africa 
also intentional? And what else 
might scientists, vaccine pushers, 
world health authorities and gov-
ernments have in mind for Black 
depopulation in the years ahead? 
   Is there already something in 
the food supply that causes ster-
ilization? The answer is a definite 
YES, and just like the pandemic 
viruses, it too is genetically 
engineered. 
  These are the tools for the 
scientific murder of Black 
People: 1) Vaccines 2) Viruses 
3) Food 4) Water 5) Chemtrails 
(i.e. atmospheric deployment of 
chemicals) All five of these pres-
ent “opportunities” for genocidal 
scientists to achieve their goal of 
Black sterilization and depopula-
tion. 

  That is precisely why anyone 
who wishes to survive the great 
human culling now under way 
must take extraordinary steps to 
isolate themselves from institu-
tionally-produced food, water 
and medicine. The only safe 
food, water and medicine is that 
which was produced indepen-
dently and far outside the control 
of Big Food. 
  Don’t drink the city water with-
out boiling it first, as Messenger 
Elijah Muhammad taught his fol-
lowers for over 44 years. Don’t 
eat factory-produced food. Don’t 
allow yourself to be injected with 
weaponized vaccines. Don’t take 
their deadly medicines. 
  Be smart by being skeptical 
about the claimed “safety” of all 
those things created by institu-
tions and authorities that quite 
literally want to kill us off.
 If you’re smart and resourceful, 
you might just survive this great 
destruction of our people. 
  On the other hand, those who 
anxiously line up to be injected 
with the seasonal flu shots are all 
admitting they are too stupid and 
gullible to last long in a world 
where “science” has declared a 
covert war on human life. 

Continued from page 2

Vaccine Spiked with Sterilzation 
Chemical to Kill Black Babies in the womb
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How To Eat To Live
By Elijah Muhammad, Messenger of Allah
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Excerpts Reprinted from How To Eat To Live, Book 1, Chap. 2

Vegetables

   Because ripened fruit does not 
ship well, fruit is picked before it 
is fully ripened.  After shipping 
the fruit is placed in a warehouse, 
then gassed with chemicals to 
force it to look ripe.
    For example, bananas are 
picked when green and artifi-
cially ripened after shipment by 
being gassed with ethylene oxide.
  Calcium carbide is also used 
for ripening fruit artificially in 
some countries. When calcium 
carbide comes in contact with 

Fruit Grown in America 
Being Forced Ripened

moisture, it produces acetylene 
gas, which is similar in reaction 
to the so-called natural ripening 
agent ethylene. Acetylene acts 
like ethylene and accelerates the 
ripening process. 
  Calcium carbide has carcino-
genic properties. Industrial-grade 
calcium carbide also contains 
traces of arsenic and phosphorus 
which makes it a human health 
concern.
  The use of this chemical for 
this purpose is illegal in most 
countries.

  Virtually all vegetables are good 
to eat except collard greens and 
turnip salad. The roots of turnips 
do very well, but not the salad. 
Cabbages are good, especially 
the white head, but not the green 
leaves. 
  Cauliflower is a really fine veg-
etable, but take away the green 
leaves. There are a lot of other 
good vegetables that have been 
grafted from original vegetables, 
though some of the grafted veg-
etables are not good to eat. 
  Do not eat the vegetable called 
kale.
   Eat some spinach, but do not 
become an habitual spinach eater. 
Eat rutabaga, a little every now 
and then. You may eat as much 
garlic and onion as you like, but 
no sweet potatoes and no white 
potatoes. Sweet potatoes were 
never good for any human to eat. 
They are good for hogs, but not 
for you. White (Irish) potatoes are 
a food for people who live in frig-
id zones, a staple food for such as 
Europe, Northern America and 
Canada; but potatoes and rice are 
too starchy for you and me. They 
laden us with too much starch and 
fat, which are friends to diabetes. 
Sweet potatoes are full of gas, 
do not eat them. There are many 
more vegetables you will find 
edible or forbidden to eat in this 
book. If you like, write me for in-
formation on other vegetables not 
mentioned here.
  Allah forbids us to eat peas. He 
considers most peas fit for cattle 
and herds of animals, but not for 
the delicate stomachs of human 
beings. No black-eyed peas. field 
peas, speckled peas, red peas or 
brown peas. Do not eat the split 
peas you find in the store.

  Peas, collard greens, turnip 
greens, sweet potatoes and white 
potatoes are very cheaply raised 
foods. The Southern slave mas-
ters used them to feed the slaves, 
and still advise the consumption 
of them. Most white people of the 
middle and upper class do not eat 
this lot of cheap food, which is 
unfit for human consumption.
   No beans did He advise, except 
the small navy, the small size and 
not the larger size, the little brown 
pink ones, and the white ones. 
This bean He valued to be very 
high in protein, fats and starches, 
and it is a safe food for prolong-
ing life. As you will find, most of 
the Muslims like their bean soup. 
These beans are dry beans. He 
said that He could take one of our 
babies and start him off eating the 
dry small navy bean soup, and 
make that child live 240 years. 
He described no other bean. This 
dry bean, or pulse, is of ancient 
origin. It was this bean, according 
to certain historians, that Daniel 
preferred for himself and his fol-
lowers in the prison of Nebuchad-
nezzar. Do not add rice and meats 
to these beans. because they con-
tain proteins, fats and starches.
   Virtually all fruits are good. 
We eat apples, oranges. bananas, 
pears, peaches, tangerines, man-
gos, plums, grapes (do not eat 
processed dried grapes, eat natu-
ral sun dried grapes), pomegran-
ates. lemons and grapefruit.
   Eat whole wheat, but not the 
whole grain, it is too much for 
the digestive system. Eat wheat, 
never white flour, which has been 
robbed of all its natural vitamins 
and proteins sold separately as ce-
reals. You know, as well as I that 
the white race is a commercializ-

ing people and they do not worry 
about the lives they jeopardize 
so long as the dollar is safe. You 
might find yourself eating death, 
if you follow them.
   He flatly forbids us to eat corn 
bread. The white race, and some 
African people used to live off 
corn bread because it is cheaply 
made. It is not good for human 
consumption because of its po-
tency which only animals stom-
achs are able to digest. Positively 
do not eat corn bread. If you must, 
or are forced to eat it, he said to 
cook it two or three times, put it 
up, sour it with a good yeast, dice 
onions into it, and let it ferment 
like wheat bread. After this, cook 
it two or three times.
   Never eat fresh, hot corn muf-
fins. or hot cakes and syrup. When 
you eat half cooked bread it short-
ens your life, as all bread will rise 
again in our stomachs buckling 
our stomach and intestinal walls. 

The more it is cooked, the less this 
will happen.
    Rye bread if it is cooked enough 
is fine to eat. It is not good for of-
fice people, they are not active 
enough to digest such a bread.  
It is good for a working man do-
ing manual labor. Office workers 
should not even eat baked beans, 
nor beans with rice and meat in 
them because their jobs do not 
permit them enough activity to di-
gest such heavy foods.
  Take time and prepare your own 
foods. Do not kill yourselves by 
running to the store buying pro-
cessed foods to eat, and never buy 
those ready made biscuits.
     Do not eat the highly rich soy 
bean, which is a new flour on the 
market. These beans are for cattle 
not human beings. The oil from 
soy beans is not good for our 
stomachs. Soy bean flour is be-
ing mixed with wheat flour by the 
flour mills. In fact, the Christians 

are experimenting with all foods. 
They do not care what they eat as 
long as it does not kill them in-
stantly. Beware!
  For good health, we should raise 
and prepare our own food. As I 
said in this book, the white race is 
a commercializing race by nature. 
It is the almighty dollar they are 
after, not long life...

 ‘I have said to eat no peas. At that time, I did not think 
about what we call sweet peas, which grow into pods. 
They can be eaten, but not field peas. I had reference to 
field peas, such as black-eyed peas...’

- How To Eat To Live, Book 1, Chapter 31



Reprinted from Chapter 1 of Message To the Blackman in America
By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

Who is that Myster y God?
‘This teaching of a 
mystery God enslaves the 
minds of the ignorant.’

  For thousands of years, the people 
who did not have the Knowledge of 
the person, or reality of God wor-
shiped their own Ideas of God.
   He has been made, like many 
things, other than what He really is. 
  The Christians refer to God as a 
“Mystery” and a “Spirit” and divide 
Him into thirds. One part they call 
the Father, another part the Son, 
and the third part they call the Holy 
Ghost; which makes the three, one.
   This is contrary to both nature and 
mathematics. The law of mathemat-
ics will not allow us to put three into 
one. Our nature rebels against such 
a belief of God being a mystery and 
yet the Father of a son and a Holy 
Ghost without a wife or without be-
ing something In reality. 
  We wonder how can the son be hu-
man, and the father a mystery (un-
known), or a spirit? 
  Who is this Holy Ghost that is clas-
sified as being the equal of the father 
and the son? 
  The Christians do not believe in 
God as being a human being, yet 
they believe in Him as being the Fa-
ther of all human beings. 
  They also refer to God as He, Him, 
Man, King and The Ruler. 
  They teach that God sees, hears, 
talks, walks, stands, sits, rides, and 
flies; that He grieves or sorrows; and 
that He is interested in the affairs of 
human beings. 
  They also teach that once upon a 
time He made the first man like 
Himself in the image and likeness 
of Himself, but yet they believe that 
He, Himself, is not a man or human. 
  They preach and prophesy of His 
coming and that He will be seen on 

the Judgment Day but is not man. 
  They cannot tell us what He looks 
like, yet man is made like Him and 
in the image of God, and yet they 
still say that He is a mystery (un-
known). 
   How can one teach the people to 
know God if He, himself, does not 
know God. 
  If you try teaching the Christians 
that God is also a human being, 
they will say that you are crazy, that 
you do not believe in God and that 
you are an infidel. 
  In the meantime, while they ad-
mit that He is a Mystery God (un-
known), they teach not to make 
any likeness of Him; yet they adorn 
their walls and churches with pic-
tures, images and statues like hu-
man beings. 
   Can God be a Mystery God and 
yet send prophets to represent Him-
self? Have the prophets been rep-
resenting a God that is not known 
(Mystery)? 
  They tell us that they heard Gods 
voice speaking to them in their own 
language. Can a spirit speak a lan-
guage while being an immaterial 
something?
   If God is not material, what plea-
sure would He get out of material 
beings and the material universe? 
  What is the basis of spirit? Is the 
spirit independent of material? 
   Actually, who is that Mystery God? 
We should take time and study what 
has and is being taught to us. Study 
the word and examine it, and if it be 
the Truth, lay hold to it. 
  To teach people that God is a Mys-
tery God is to teach them that God 
is unknown. 

  There is no truth in such teaching. 
Can one teach that which he him-
self does not know? 
  If one teaches a thing that he 
himself does not know, he can be 
charged with lying to the people. 
   The word “mystery,” according to 
the English dictionaries, is some-
thing that has not been or cannot be 
- something beyond human com-
prehension. 
  The unintelligent, or rather ones 
without divine knowledge, seem to 
delight themselves in representing 
the God as something mysterious 
Unknown. 
  Such teaching (a mystery God) that 
God is a mystery makes the proph-
ets’ teachings of God all false. 
  There should be a law made and 
enforced upon such teachers until 
they have been removed from the 
public. 
   According to Allah, the origin of 
such teachings as a Mystery God is 
from the devils! 
  It was taught to them by their fa-
ther, Yakub, 6,000 years ago. They 
know today that God is not a mys-
tery but will not teach it.
   He (devil), the god of evil, was 
made to rule the nations of earth for 
6,000 years, and naturally he would 

Holy Quran (7:27)O children of Adam, let not the arch deceiver seduce 
you, as he expelled your parents from the garden, pulling off from them 
their clothing that he might show them their shame. He surely sees you, 
he as well as his hosts, from whence you see them not. Surely We have 
made the devils to be friends of those who believe not.
 This happened to the Black People who followed Yakub from Ara-
bia. He pulled off, from their Original Self, the clothes of Righteousness 
and the clothes to cover their shame; and then made them to go nude in 
the hills and cave-sides of Europe, until the birth of Moses.
 You are warned. You believe you are safe in following the invitation 
to evil and filth of the white race. Wait and See.

The Filth That Produces the FilthThe Shyless



The Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad
THE LAST MESSENGER OF ALLAH

Who is that Mystery God?
‘This teaching of a 
mystery God enslaves the 
minds of the ignorant.’

-Words of Messenger Elijah Muhammad

Holy Quran (7:27)O children of Adam, let not the arch deceiver seduce 
you, as he expelled your parents from the garden, pulling off from them 
their clothing that he might show them their shame. He surely sees you, 
he as well as his hosts, from whence you see them not. Surely We have 
made the devils to be friends of those who believe not.
 This happened to the Black People who followed Yakub from Ara-
bia. He pulled off, from their Original Self, the clothes of Righteousness 
and the clothes to cover their shame; and then made them to go nude in 
the hills and cave-sides of Europe, until the birth of Moses.
 You are warned. You believe you are safe in following the invitation 
to evil and filth of the white race. Wait and See.

The Filth That Produces the Filth The Disgrace

not teach obedience to a God other 
than himself. 
    So, a knowledge of the true God of 
Righteousness was not represented 
by the devils. The true God was not 
to be made manifest to the people 
until the god of evil (devil) has fin-
ished or lived out his time, which 
was allowed to deceive the nations 
(read These. 2:9-10, Rev. 20:308-10). 
  The shutting up and loosening of 
the devil mentioned in Rev. 20:7 
could refer to the time between the 
A.D. 570-1555 when they (John 
Hawkins) deceived our fathers and 
brought them into slavery in Amer-
ica, which is nearly 1,000 years that 
they and Christianity were bottled 
up in Europe by the spread of Islam 
and Muhammad (may the peace of 
Allah be upon him) and his succes-
sors. 
  Their being loose to deceive the na-
tions of the earth would refer to the 

time (A.D.1555 to 1955) which they 
were loose (free) to travel over the 
earth and deceive the people. 
  Now their freedom is being inter-
fered with, by the Order and Power 
of the God of Righteousness through 
the Nation of Righteousness. 
  For the past 6,000 years, the proph-
ets have been predicting the coming 
of God who would be just and righ-
teous. This righteous God would 
appear at the end of the world (the 
world of the white race). 
   Today, the God of Truth and Righ-
teousness is making Himself mani-
fest, that He is not anymore a mys-
tery (unknown), but is known and 
can be seen and heard the earth over. 
  This teaching of a mystery God 
enslaves the minds of the ignorant. 
My poor people are victims of every 
robbery. They are so pitifully blind, 
deaf and dumb that it hurts, but I 
am going to prove to them that I am 
with Allah (God) and that Allah is 
with me, in spite of their ignorance 
of Allah and myself, whom He has 
sent. For I am not self-sent and the 
world shall soon know who it is that 
has sent me. 
  Allah (God) loves us, the so-called 
Negroes (Tribe of Shabazz,) so that 
He will give lives for our sake today. 

  Fear not, you are no more forsaken. 
God is in person, and stop looking 
for a dead Jesus for help, but pray to 
Him whom Jesus prophesied would 
come after Him. He who is alive and 
not a spook.
  Do you hate me because I represent 
Allah, the Living God, your Lord 
and my Lord? Can you, who believe 
in a mystery God (unknown), trust 
your Mystery to bring you bread or 
to defend you against your open en-
emies? If so, on what occasion did 
He help you? 
   If God is a mystery, you are lying 
to the world when you say that you 
know Him. 
  He wants to be known, it is His en-
emy (the devil) who does not want 
God to be known to you and me. 
  Do you refer to God as He, Him! 
These pronouns refer to a man. Do 
you say that you want to be like Him. 
Surely, you don’t want to be a spirit 
without form, as spirits have no ma-
terial form. 
  Your God and my God is a material 
Being-the Supreme of Beings.
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UPLAND, Cali--The golden state 
has been in a drought since 2011, 
and each consecutive year there 
has been less rainfall. In cer-
tain counties, in the state such 
as Riverside County, there are 
fines of $500 for wasting water. 
2015 has begun the 4th year of 
the drought and everyone is talk-
ing about the economic impact. 
What should be observed is the 
drought in the light of scriptural 
fulfillment. Every effect of the 
drought is the fulfillment of what 
has been prophesied to destroy 
the modern day Babylon (U.S.A).

  The Honorable Elijah Muham-
mad stated in 1967 at the annual 
Savior’s Day address that America 
is going to be in a severe drought. 
In the Theology of Time lecture 
series, that the drought will pro-
duce a famine in the land. The 
people will become so hungry 
and desperate that they will desire 
to eat one another. California is 
a state that has about the world’s 
7th largest economy and produc-
es about 50% of the agricultural 
products of the United States. So 
it is easy to see how this situation 
is a very critical thing to face.

  In the bible, Joseph was taken 
into slavery and falsely impris-
oned. Starting at Genesis chap-
ter 39, Joseph spends years in 
prison and is released because 
of his ability to interpret dreams. 
He interpreted the king’s dream 
to be seven years of famine. 
California is now beginning year 

California Drought In 
Perspective

four. In the book of Luke, the 
prodigal son was forced out of 
the land of his oppressive mas-
ters by a famine. The Messen-
ger warms us of the trying times 
ahead and what we should do to 
prepare. The drought of the west 
will be felt nation wide and will 
force black people to realize that 
America has nothing to offer us!!

  Every black household should 
have plenty of water and food 
stored. Everyone needs enough 
food and water to last for a few 
weeks or better. Every able body 
person in each black home should 
be trained in CPR and first aide 
administration. Water should be 
divided up for three purposes: 1) 
store water for drinking 2) store 
water for hygiene 3) store water 
for sanitation. The drought is only 
going to get worse. Please invest 
in supplies to keep your family 
safe. Study the teachings of the 
Honorable Elijah Muhammad 
with your Muslim family at your 
local temple of Islam. Help your-
self survive what’s coming. Hear 
truth and live or hear lies and die!

By
Minister Wazir Allah

Minister Wazir Allah

Messenger Warned of a Great 
Drought and Great Earthquake

I want you to remember that 
America is going down. She’s 
falling! She’s falling, as the Bible 
teaches you, to never rise any-
more. And she’s reaching out 
for all peaceful people, to carry 
them down with her. You need 
to come out of her, as the Bible 
teaches you, in the Revelation, 
around the 18th Chapter, I think 
it is. It says, “Come out of her, 
my people”. You are the people of 
God. “And be not partakers of her 
in her plagues”. You didn’t think 
any plagues were coming but af-
ter this, a great drought is to hit 
America. And after that, a great 
earthquake is to hit this country. 
The Holy Qu’ran says not one city 
or town shall be left standing. And 
the Bible teaches you, and that a 
great earthquake took place. So 
big of an earthquake that there 

never was the like, since the na-
tion had been a nation. This is for 
Americas. All of these plagues and 
these Dreadful Judgments that you 
read of in your Bible, is for Amer-
ica. God told me that HE would 
destroy her first, because she had 
did the greatest evil. And in all of 
her troubles, she don’t never be so 
busy killing people outside, that 
she won’t kill you inside. She kills 
the “Negro”. This is her topic. She 
kills you with a smile. She goes off 
laughing while she kills a “Negro” 
down the street. Shot him to death. 
My friend, we have a Saviour, to-
day! To save us from this. He has 
chose me. And I have chose Him. I 
say. You do like me. He has chose 
you to sit in heaven. I say. You 
chose Him to be your God. There 
is none that can harm you, if He’s 
with you. None!

The following words trascribed from audio recording of 
Messenger Elijah Muhammad
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SECURITY

Muhammad Temple #4

Washington, DC

BEFORE THE FLAG TURNED
By Minister Mahdi Muhammad

Min. Mahdi K. Muhammad
Muhammad Temple of Islam

WASHINGTON D.C.-- One of the 
subtleties that has always offend-
ed me in the doctrine of some off-
shoots from The Nation of Islam 
is that somehow we are inferior 
to the old world of Islam. 
  I would hear or read the tough 
lectures of hypocrites beating up 
the east for their rejection of The 
Honorable Elijah Muhammad’s 
teachings only to hear them fol-
low it up with an excuse about 
how we’re getting better, or clos-
er, or we’re graduating to higher 
levels of understanding i.e. more 
like them. 
  This graduation is, in reality, 
mere regression not a progres-
sion.  This is what happens when 
you don’t ‘speak straight talk’ as 
the Quran prescribes. 
  Louis Farrakhan has stated that 
the teachings of Elijah Muham-
mad needed to be “corrected and 
made perfect” and he accused the 
Master of teaching “light mixed 
with darkness”, this is the defini-
tion of hypocrisy. His text was 
the relationship between the NOI 
and the Old World of Islam.
  My last four articles or so 
whether directly or indirectly 
have been addressing weaknesses 
that are manifesting in our com-
munity in some of our ability to 
defend the HEM. 
  We have seen a renewed interest 
in attacking the teachings of the 
HEM by aiming at our founda-
tion, the Saviour. They have at-
tempted to attack the Messenger 
through contradictions, or the 
Saviour’s (alleged) letters to the 
HEM that are supposed to have 
spelling errors.
   But our Messenger taught us 
that they can’t ask Muhammad 
a question that he isn’t well pre-
pared to answer and more impor-
tantly every knock is a boost. 
  Look at the conflict between 
Us and the Church in the 30s 
and 40s, and then all of a sud-
den white Jesus started coming 
down off of church walls and yes 
he was replaced by an equally ri-
diculous black version but we af-
fected the consciousness of black 
mainstream thought, art, enter-
tainment and most importantly 
theology. 
  And like Rev. Wright said if the 

slave in the bottom of the boat has 
the same religion as the slavemas-
ter guiding the boat then the slave 
has a problem.
   So some of us owe the orthodox/
Old world of Islam an apology, 
because this weak, milquetoast 
posture of bowing to everything 
Arab and eastern is an abhorrent 
disservice to our brothers and 
sisters in the east who could have 
and would have benefited from 
those debates.
   I listened to a Khutbah given 
by a white American Imam on the 
subject “I can’t breathe” in hom-
age, in his mind, to our brother 
tragically murdered by the NYPD, 
brother Eric Garner. 
  However when he quoted the 
Quran on “black mud fashioned 
into shape” he went into an expla-
nation of how a scholar hundreds 
of years ago said that means that 
Allah took mud from all over the 
earth to make Adam i.e., white 
mud, brown mud, until it appeared 
black. His nature wouldn’t let him 
just read the Quranic text. A white 
Imam teaching black people is an 
anathema!
  The Quran says that we don’t 
replace a teaching unless we do 
it with one better and it also says 
that whenever we send a messen-
ger he’s sent with the language 
that the people speak yet the 
Qur’an says “We know that they 
say: ‘It is only a human being who 
teaches him’, the tongue of the 
man that they refer to is foreign, 
while this (Qur’an) is in clear ara-
bic language”. 
  You see the man with the Quran 
would speak a different language 
than the Quran was revealed in.
  As the so-called terrorism doc-
trine infiltrates the eastern mind, 
we must remember that old Islam 
has long ago reached its apex and 
has been in steady doctrinal de-
cline. 
  And furthermore, since the door 
of old Islam is still open to the 
white race, our brothers by faith 
but not by nature, have had a pro-
found impact on the way Mos-
lems handle oppression and the 
oppressor. A violent impact as is 
their nature. 
  And for the record, well over 
90% of all terrorist attacks kill 

Muslims not westerners. 
  The old world is looking for a 
new direction. A direction that 
says hadith teaches to wear the 
best of foreign peoples clothes 
when in foreign lands so that’s 
the suit and tie, in America. 
  There’s nothing in the Quran 
that mandates a beard. Just 
let men be men and women 
be women, and if both sexes 

aren’t wearing dresses then there 
won’t be a problem. 
  They say Allah isn’t a man but the 
Qu’ran says that the angels bowed 
and made obeisance to Adam,   Al-
khidr killed on behalf of Allah, and 
Jesus made a bird and brought it to 
life. So if man can give life, take life 
and make Angels bow it sure sounds 
like God to me. 
  They attack the Master but ask 
them where did Jabril the Angel go 
when he left the prophet in person, 
and where did he come from since he 
rode a camel. Did he have a family? 
Did he eat food? 
  The Qur’an has been attacked by 
scholars for being grammatically in 
error then how can you talk about the 
Savior’s letters? 
  Here’s the key. Our God grew into 
His perfection, that’s why we told 
you he spoke 16 languages and could 
write ten of them. 
  There’s more than 16 languages in 
the world. That’s why we told you 
when they wanted to make a son 
(Him) the first child was a girl and 
the father said ‘I missed’. 
  You can’t mock us when you see the 

humanity of our God because His 
humanity is OUR teaching! 
  Before the flag turned and the 
crescent turned its back to the 
east and white mankind, the old 
world of Islam was great help to 
civilization but maybe the brother 
in the west on the masthead of the 
Muhammad Speaks newspaper is 
not just shaking the eastern broth-
er’s hand but also lifting him up. 
  So when the world asks where 
is the ‘modern muslim’, the Na-
tion of Islam in the west raises its 
hand. Get to your local Temple at 
once!

“None of Our revelations do We abrogate or 
cause to be forgotten, but We substitute something 
better or similar: Knowest thou not that Allah 
Hath power over all things?” Surah 2: 106

“When We substitute one revelation for another, 
and Allah knows best what He reveals (in stages), 
they say, “Thou art but a forger”: but most of 
them understand not.” Surah 16:101
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DETROIT--Most so-called “reli-
gious” people, whether Muslim, 
Chrisitian or other, consider them-
selves “Soldiers” in the “Army of 
the Lord” a spiritual army.
  Muslim followers of Messen-
ger Elijah Muhammad’s teaching 
take that position VERY SERI-
OUSLY!
  We distinquish ourselves from 
other “soldiers” by our uniform 
or dress.
  Every army has a uniform to 
identify themselves. The devil has 
an army too. And the devil’s “sol-
diers” wear a very distinct uni-
form to identify themselves .

Dress, Right DRESS

WOMAN IN ISLAM
By Mrs. Clara Muhammad

It came to me, as I said my 
morning prayers, to write 
these words for our newspa-
per. I could write a book, but 
I can not put in words what 
Allah, through His Messen-
ger, has done for me-praise 
His holy name forever.
Now I AM asking Allah, 
through the newspaper of 
His Messenger to please 
open the eyes, hearts and 
ears of our poor blind, deaf, 
and dumb brothers and sis-
ters here in the wilderness 
of North America-to the 
knowledge that Islam is the 
only way out of this hell. I 
pray daily for my poor peo-
ple, and I am sincere, broth-
ers and sisters in trying to 
help Allah’s Messenger in 
some way.
Allah has asked us, in His 
holy words, to help solve 
this problem: I know we can 
help because he would not 
have asked this of us if it 
wasn’t possible to do.
Once my family and I were at 
our lowest ebb-in a bad con-
dition. With five children, 
there were times when we 
didn’t have a piece of bread 
in the house, nor heat, water 
or even sufficient wearing 
apparel. My husband would 
walk the streets looking for 
a job daily but would come 
home with no job.
I would go out and try to 
help him, but with five small 
children, I could not work 
steadily. However, I was suc-

cessful going door to door, 
asking for work.
The people would question 
me, and I would tell them 
the truth. Some of them did 
not have any work, but they 
would give me a little mon-
ey and some gave me food. 
This was Allah’s work, but I 
did not know it then. Praise 
His Holy name forever.
Now we have plenty of food, 
clothes and all of the neces-
sities of life. We are happy 
to share it with our brothers 
and sisters. Sometimes we 
feed from 35 to 50 people at 
one time in our home-never 
without food to spare.
Allah has blessed us and 
thousands of others. But 
we want every one of the 
22 million of us to get their 
blessings. Then we all will 
be happy. And there will 
not be a place on our planet 
Earth for anyone but those 
believers.
The Messenger has labored 
hard for 35 years, trying to 
open our blind eyes. He does 
not want a single person 
destroyed with the wicked. 
Neither do we, his followers. 
We all love you.
I have been following him 
every since he accepted Is-
lam, and I will follow him 
as long as I live, if it pleases 
Almighty God, Allah. Praise 
His holy name forever.
Open up your hearts and 
minds, and get behind the 
Honorable Elijah Muham-
mad, the Messenger of Al-
lah, and Allah will bless you.

From Muhammad Speaks January 13, 1967

Sister Clara Muhammad
THE ONE AND ONLY WIFE OF MESSENGER ELIJAH MUHAMMAD

  Religion is no more than the 
way we choose to live our life. It 
makes no difference what we SAY 
is our religion. What we DO, how 
we act,  proves what our religion 
REALLY is.  
  And we naturally gravitate to-
ward  the uniform (DRESS) of 
“God” we serve.  
   If we serve a righteous God our 
uniform will be righteous. If we 
serve the God of evil (The Devil) 
our uniform is likely to show it.
   Of course the dress does not 
guarantee that the wearer is genu-
ine, but it is a start.
   Anyone can put on the uniform 
and not really be a true representa-
tive of that uniform.

  The uniform can be used as a 
costume. Police, fireman, and 
nurse uniforms are sold as cos-
tumes all the time for people 
who want to PRETEND.
  But when we want to BE FOR 
REAL, we wear the kind of 
dress that represents who we 
are.
  I love being identified as a fol-
lower of Messenger Elijah Mu-
hammad’s Teachings. 
  The Messenger gave us a spe-
cific kind garment to wear. Not 
just to be modest. But to fully 
identify who we are.
  Police officers in different 
cities have different uniforms. 
This helps to identify the exact 

the location the police officer rep-
resents. Detroit police don’t wear 
the uniform of Chicago police, 
though both wear police uniforms. 
If you saw a Detroit police offiicer 
in Chicago’s uniform, wouldn’t it 
confuse you into thinking the De-
troit police officer was a Chicago 
police officer?
  While I think that Eastern Mus-
lim Sister’s hijab is very beautiful, 
I prefer the head coverings that 
identify me as a Muslim follower 
of Messenger Elijah Muhammad’s 
teaching. That is my personal 
choice.
   When we look in the mirror, we 
should see the person that we are 
striving to be.

  I am striving to be a follower of 
Messenger Elijah Muhammad’s 
Teachings.
  The Messenger warned us, “If 
you are not satisfied with the 
styles I give you then I am not 
satisfied with you being my fol-
lower”
  Whatever God (religion or way 
of life) you soldier for, let  your 
(uniform) garment represent that.
If you say your are a soldier for the 
righteous God, DRESS RIGHT!
  I’ll close this article with more 
words of Messenger Elijah Mu-
hammad, “American design-
ers and manufacturers dress the 
woman up in about one third of 
a dress and turn her out partially 
nude before the public. You would 
not expect to witness this in a 
country that preaches Christ Jesus 
and has churches dotting here and 
there throughout the land.
  The Christians profess to be the 

By Sister Zakiyah Karim

Continued on page  21
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Denver, COLORADO--“Islam is 
Mathematics and Mathematics 
is Islam” This is what we’ve 
been taught. And, while 
often we go with the simple 
definition that it means that a 
thing can be proven, weighed 
& calculated logically...and 
that’s Islam. That’s true. 

  But what makes this 
statement so profound is that 
if one were to interview a 
cross-section of Black people 
- from drug dealer to diplomat, 
most would profess (almost 
proudly, in many instances) 
that they don’t know or aren’t 
good at Math. 

  “My uncle cannot talk his 
own language.” 

  Having introduced Math 
to the world, isn’t it quite 
fascinating that even now in 
all of our “free-ness,” so few 
of us take on Math as a main 
subject of study? 

  I was blessed to have had 
the opportunity to attend 
Clark Atlanta University 
when one of the preeminent 
Mathematicians in the world 
- a man responsible for 80% 
of all Black Mathematicians - 
held a chair postion there. 

  His name is Dr. Abdulalim 
Abdullah Shabazz - formerly 
Dr. Lonnie Shabazz, Minister 
of Mosque #4 prior to 1975. 

  I often went in His office (he 
had an open door policy) and 
asked Him random questions 
about Math - all centered 
around the same theme: What 
can you use this math for? 

  He told me that (and I’m 
paraphrasing) we have been 
reduced to a people who see 
a problem and can’t figure 
out which tool to use to fix it. 
Math, he would say, provides 
that solution. 

most truly righteous people in 
the  country.” 
   All night long their voices are 
heard on the air preaching Jesus 
Christ, the prophet who lived 
two thousand years ago. He 
is dead and cannot hear the 
prayers of anyone, not even his 
own. The Christian preachers 
try to fool you  by telling you 
that if you pray to the prophet 
Jesus that he will hear you. This 
is false. He cannot hear you. If 
it were true, why cannot they get 
him to hear them when they call 
for peace anywhere? 
   Their doctrine is used to de-
ceive the Black man, so that he 
will stay on his knees praying to 
something from which he will 
never get an answer. He will 
never get any answer from a 
dead prophet. 
   What kind of little girl can 
we expect from a mother who 
is walking around one-half na-
ked and is displaying herself to 

  Bethesda-Chevy Chase High 
School, in Maryland, is a top-
performing school. 
  Apart from the school’s aca-
demic excellence, it’s racially di-
verse and believed to be friendly 
to students of all races. 
  While that is the portrayal of the 
school from the outside looking 
in, some Black students opened 
up and made a video highlight-
ing how racism affects them 
within the school.
  The video, “I, Too, Am B-CC,” 
was inspired by “I, Too, Am 
Harvard,” another video that re-
vealed the ills of racism at Har-
vard University. 
 The B-CC students’ record-
ing draws attention to the kind 
of racial slurs directed at Black 
kids by their White counterparts. 
Most of the students narrated 
how they are often made to feel 
like they don’t belong and don’t 
deserve to be there.
  Makdes Hailu, the student who 
came up with the idea of creat-
ing the video, says that when 
she earned a spot in the school’s 
academic excellence team, some 
White students felt it wasn’t out 
of merit, but more for racial in-
clusion.

Black Teens at Predominantly White High 
School Reveal Feelings of Inferiority, Isolation

  “At that moment, I just remem-
ber feeling so hurt,” Makdes said 
in the video. “For the rest of the 
year and throughout the team, I 
just felt like everyone was look-
ing at me like, oh, I was that 
Black girl who made the team 
because she was Black and not 
because of merit.”
  Another student, Sisan Dorsu, 
says her B-CC experience made 

her feel inferior, compelling her 
to “act White.”
“Growing up, I felt like I have 
had to look like the White man, 
dress like the White man, talk 
like the White man in order to be 
seen as being on the same level 
with the other white kids,” Dorsu 
(pictured) says in tears. “Now, 
I’m in a situation where I really 
don’t know, like, what am I?”

Sisan Dorsu - Student at B-C-C.

“Islam is Mathematics and 
Mathematics is Islam”

 by Maulud Sadiq Allah
  It would go over my head 
but I enjoyed talking with 
him and he enjoyed answering 
questions - a true teacher.

   In retropect, Math provides 
solutions to all problems - 
resonates with me.

   Of course, in the literal 
sense, all modern life is 
essentially run, as I often 
state, by algorithms - with 
the “best” algorithm giving 
google the advantage it has 
over all search engines.

  But if Mathematics is Islam, 
then the formula should tell us 
that Islam is the answer to all 
of our problems.... 

  “Did I hear you say that some 
of the seventeen million do 
not know they are muslims?” 
I would argue (and a list of 
questions would verify) - 
most of us (self included) are 
unable to solve, step by step, 

Math problems beyond the 
most basic of Algebra.

   I would also argue that 
many of us don’t care to learn 
any more than that, as we 
function day to day without 
ever having to do more 
than mere subraction and 
addition...if that. (I’m sure 
studies would find that most 
people in modern society 
can go months without ever 
using any math)... 

  Yet there are people who 
dedicate their lives to solving 
problems as complex as 
Hilbert’s Problems - a group 
of 23 “unsolved” problems. 

  Most have been, but 
Mathematicians still work 
day and night to find NEW 
ways to solve these 112 year 
old problems. Why?   “Then 
what happened?” 

  Despite being told that said 
above quote for nearly 82 
years now, how many of us 
can say we are truly proficient 
in either Math or Islam?

  If Herbert Berg were to pull 
one of us aside and attempt 
to have a conversation about 
how the Honorable Elijah 
Muhammad practiced the 

Sunnah, how would that 
conversation go? 

  Do we know what the Sunnah 
is? Who Herbert Berg is? Is 
Arabic - what we are taught is 
our Original Language - even 
a priority? 

  “Well, They wanted to go 
to their own country but they 
could not swim 9,000 miles.” 

  Wherein I could use any of 
the thousands of statements 
given by the Honorable Elijah 
Muhammad stating that 
Master Fard Muhammad came 
to make us the Best and that 
we would be a Model for the 
world. 

  Surely in our present state 
- with a fear of math and so-
called “orthodox” Islam, we 
can never rise to that state.

   How are we going to go to 
our “own country” and all 
we speak is English, know 
little Islam, and can’t use 
Mathematics to solve the 
problems of infrastucture (and 
corruption) that plague most 
of the post-colonial world? 

  These are just questions - but 
All Praise is Due to Allah there 
are simple answers to them 
provided by Our Lord. Peace.

the world, dressed in such a dress 
that no animal would wear? There 
is more shyness displayed in ani-
mals than there is in the so-called 
Christian American dressed in a 
mini-dress. 
  The Black woman should be too 
proud of herself to disgrace herself 
in the same manner as her white 
slave-mistress. The Black man 
should be sent to prison for being 
such a fool as to allow his wife and 
daughter to go out and show their 
nude selves to the public. 
   Nudity originated from the white 
race. Now they want to say to the 
world that “I am the guide.” The 
guide to what? 
  The Holy Qur’an says that they 
lead you to nothing but filth and 
evil. The Bible is referring to the 
people of America when it is refer-
ring to the people of Sodom and 
Gomorrah. Allah (God) destroyed 
them when he saw that it was good 
to do so. (Gen. 19:13). As it was 
with Sodom and Gomorrah, so it 
will be with America.

Continued from page 19
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By

 Brother Mutakabbir Ali Brother Mutakabbir Ali

it leads to self-destruction

NEW JERSEY--In the name of 
Allah, the Beneficent, the Merci-
ful
  As Salaam Alaikum (Peace be 
upon you)
  Let us thank Allah, in the per-
son of Master Fard Muhammad, 
for His mercy in raising up His 
Last and greatest Messenger the 
Hon. Elijah Muhammad, peace 
and blessings of Allah forever be 
upon him.
  Our beloved Messenger, the Hon. 
Elijah Muhammad teaches, that 
gossip was taught by Mr. Yakub  
to the devils before they left the 
island of Pelan or Patmos in your 
Bible. “... That--- when you go 
back to the holy black nation, rent 
a room in their homes. Teach your 
wives to go out the next morning 
around the neighborhood of the 
people, and tell that you heard her 
talking about them last night.

  When you have gotten them 
fighting and killing each other, 
then ask them to let you help 
settle their disputes, and restore 
peace among them. If they agree, 
then you will be able to rule them 
both. “ This method the white 
race practices on the black na-
tion, the world over.” (Massage 
to the black man in America)
  The majority of television talk 
shows is centered around gossip. 
Gossip is not just some silly, idle 
talk around the water cooler. As 
a matter of fact, it has been the 
most destructive force amongst 
friends, families and relation-
ships.  
  Gossip has even gone so far, as 
to be the cause of murder in some 
cases.
  I’m reminded of a saying that 
starts like this: “ Everybody’s 
business, is nobody’s business.”  

And looking at the facts, nobody 
would like anyone to say some-
thing other than good, to another 
about oneself, am I right?
  It’s not necessary to think some-
one has something  to hide.  It’s a 
person’s right to reveal whatever 
or whenever they feel comfort-
able enough to share. But, it’s 
never anyone’s right, to share 
someone’s business unless per-
mission was given or there’s a 
circumstance requiring that; and 
in that, it’s executed with tact,
  Gossip, rumors, backbiting, 
slander, are all in the category of 
defamation of character and woe 
to those who purposely  indulge 
in this kind of behavior.
  The followers of Allah’s  last 
and greatest Messenger are not 
allowed to be tale-carriers, We’re 
not of those who go across  the 
street, just to tell what’s going on, 
on the other side of the street.  
  We respect the laws of our God 
and Saviour whose proper name 
is Allah.  
  Notice how we are counseled in 

Do Not Gossip,
these words: “O you who believe, 
let not people laugh at people, 
perchance they may be better than 
they. Nor let women laugh at wom-
en, perchance they may be better 
than they. Neither find fault with 
your own people, nor call one an-
other by nick–names. Evil is a bad 
name after faith; and whoso turns 
not, these it is that are the iniqui-
tous.”
  The Holy Quran continues: “O 
you who believe, avoid most of 
suspicion, for surely suspicion in 
some cases is a sin; and spy not 
nor let some of you backbite oth-
ers. Does one of you like to eat the 
flesh of his dead brother? You ab-
hor it! And keep your duty to Al-
lah, surely Allah is oft-returning to 
mercy, Merciful.”
  This kind of  knowledge ensures 
peace  of mind, as it helps to keep 
one away from evil or negative 
talk.  I remember when my se-
niors use to say, “ If you don’t have 
anything good to say, then don’t 
say anything at all.” (This was the 

law…. The code of conduct  back 
in the day).  
  Now most of the television 
shows or conversations are about, 
“he said, she said”, creating con-
fusion and causing untold chaos 
in the lives of many.
  James, in the Bible, gives a 
beautiful account when he wrote: 
“If anyone among you thinks he 
is religious, and does not bridle 
his tongue but deceives his own 
heart, this one’s religion is use-
less.”
  From James, we’ve learned the 
importance of bridling  or con-
trolling  the tongue, as it can lead 
one astray from the path of Allah 
who came in the person of Master 
Fard Muhammad.
  Gossip or gossiping leads to self 
destruction of character, which 
downgrades your morals that 

Advertisement

Continued on page  27
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 We have lived to realize that you 
were over exposed to white fe-
males as the standard of beauty 
from movies and magazines. But 
what we didn’t realize is that these 
images were not the only thing 
you learned from the visual me-
dia. You have had year after year 
of watching movies and television 
shows where every kind of evil 
and wrong doing was committed.
  You learned how to lie, steal, 
cheat, sneak, rebel against auth-
roity, practice adultery, handle 
weapons and kill - and how to 
break the rules of civilization. 
You watched and heard every sto-
ryline about how to do these vi-
cious acts and how to possibly get 
away with it. 
  This was your training about 
how to get along with others in 
life. These visual examples set the 
tone for the malpractice of your 
morality regarding human life.
   These programs were home-
study hypnosis for you because 
for many decades we let televi-
sion be your sole babysitter and 
company, and you watched for 
thousands of hours. If we had 
only knew...
   You have made sex the major at-
traction at your...functions.
   You do this because you are 
drunk on sex and the sexual in-
nuendo of movies, TV and maga-
zines. 
  In American society everything 
culminates in some kind of sex.
   Everything is shown to relate to 
sex. Sex is used to advertise ev-
erything.
  The white businesses use sex to 
advertised every product and ig-
nore the fact that everyone sees 
these ads - little children and the 
elderly.
  So from a very early age we 
allowed you to be programmed 
with sexy ideas and sexy hints 
and sexy themes.
  We didn’t know it would influ-
ence you to become sexual ad-
dicts or become totally focused 
on sex as a stimulus needed to do 
everything.
   One of our biggest mistakes 
in raising you was our being un-
aware of the repeated bombard-
ment of sex in your day to day 
existence.
  As a result of this sexual over-
dose, sex has lost much of the joy 
and satisfaction it was designed 
for.
  Sex has been reduced to a first 
kiss to you. You have brought new 
meaning to the “one nite stand” 
idea because you are recognized 
to have sex immediately with any-
one you even remotely like.
  You have not been taught sexual 

patience or how to select a sexual 
partner carefully based on a re-
lationship, a relationship plan or 
physical safety.
  We did not show you the correct 
moral leadership and allowed the 
liberal sexual attitudes of white 
people to influence and guide 
your sexual development.
  You do not trust your mates 
around others, including your 
friends because you know that 
anything can happen - sexually- 
between them because any sexual 
whim you have, you feel must be 
instantly gratified.
  The girls are so willing and avail-
able that it has taken any idea of 
qualification out of the equation. 
  We should have told you how 
temporary and destructive ram-
pant and reckless sexual expres-
sion can be. Sexual liberation is 
not multiple partners....
  ...We should have told you what 
we know about sex and how it can 
become addictive and the driving 
force in your life.
  We should have told you how 
being too sexually active with too 
many people can destroy your life 
and the lives of others.
  We should have told you that sex 
is not just a form of recreation to 
be participated in randomly.
  We didn’t have AIDS to deal 
with but as soon as we found out 
about it, we should have brought 
you in on the discussion. The 
education system’s solution is to 
give you condoms - because they 
know that you have been raised in 
a society where sex is the main 
activity of the day...
   It seems to be of little affect to 
try to teach you against having 
pre-mature sex if we/adults are 
not going to change your environ-
ment - what you are exposed to.
  We seemingly have no control 
over what you see. But we should 
have told you how to have con-
trol over yourself by teaching you 
about the dangers of advertise-
ment designed to program you 
into focusing only on sex while 
ignoring other important areas of 
your development.
  We didn’t teach you self con-
trol, we only taught you about the 
systems around you designed to 
control you if you got out of order 
with the law.
  We don’t teach you the changes 
your bodies will go through as 
you mature and what to expect. 
The women don’t tell the girls 
and the men don’t tell the boys.
  By leaving this segment of life 
up to you to investigate on your 
own, we hampered your develop-
mental knowledge about human 
sexuality.

A Big Mistake 
Raising Children is 
Not Talking about Sex
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Minister Keith X

NEW JERSEY--In the Name of Al-
lah, The Beneficent, The Merci-
ful, Who came in the Person of 
Master Fard Muhammad. We for-
ever give Thanks and Praise to Al-
lah for raising in our midst, a Di-
vine Leader, Teacher and Perfect 
Guide in the Person of the Most 
Honorable Elijah Muhammad. 
   As I go about my daily work of 
trying to deliver the 40 million 
mentally dead to the Lamb of God, 
the Honorable Elijah Muhammad 
(HEM), I am always trying to 
think of new ways to entice the 
curiosity of the black people  that  
I encounter who are still intelli-
gent enough to seek knowledge.
   Just as any F.O.I. this brings me 
into debate after debate to prove 
the validity of our claim that 
the HEM is the last and greatest 
messenger of ALLAH (God).We 
should be clear here that the word 
messenger and the word prophet 
in many languages are inter-
changeable. However, the HEM 
said to us that the word prophet 
does not  fit when it comes to his 
teaching because he said, and I 
quote (Prophets predict the com-
ing of GOD, I am here to tell you 
of the presence of God in a man.)
   The great  beauty of the teach-
ing of the HEM is that when 
you have a good heart, and ear-
nestly study his teaching, AL-
LAH (God) brings you into the 
deeper understanding of why one 
of the favorite quotes of the HEM 
is (Islam is mathematics and 
mathematics is Islam) because 
everything begins to add up.
   Islam as taught by the HEM 
allows you to see the mathemat-
ics in all aspects of life includ-
ing religious theology which, 
as I said in the beginning of this 
article still entices the curios-
ity of intelligent black people.                                                     

WHY DID GOD SEND THE 
PROPHETS?

   If we study the three great 
monotheistic religions of the 
world, Islam, Christianity and 
Judaism the catalyst for send-
ing the prophets who became the 
progenitors of these religions was 
in each case the condition of the 
people to whom they were sent. 
 According to the Bible, 
the children of Israel were 
brought into bondage in a land 
styled under the name Egypt. 
  There  they were made to serve 
hard task masters that afflicted 
them for four hundred years. Af-
ter that time, and many prayers 
from those who were being af-
flicted,  Allah (God) judged 
that nation and sent Moses to 
free the children of Israel  and 
bring them out of  Egypt with a 
new religion other than  the one 
practiced by Pharaoh. Thus we 
have the religion of Judaism.

  If we study the Bible further 
we fine that the Jews had cor-
rupted what Moses left and 
were being persecuted by King 
Herod which facilitated the 
coming of Jesus and the ad-
vent of the Christian religion. 
  Prophet Muhammad of Arabia 
was sent to a people who were not 
necessarily being afflicted ,but 
had fell far into paganism and 
the filth thereof. The Arab people 
who have been entrusted with the 
1st known house of worship, the 
Kaaba, that was built by Abraham 
with, according to the Jews his 
son Isaac, and according to the 
Arab Muslims his 1st born son 
by Hagar, Ishmael had adopted 
paganism in all aspects of there 
lives and had turn the Kaaba into 
a shrine filled with 360 Idols, one 
for every day of the week. (the  
HEM however, taught us that both 
Ishmael and Isaac helped him 
build this great house dedicated to 
the worship of the one God Allah),
  As we research the histories of 
these religions, Biblically as well 
as socially, we find that all three 
of them became corrupt, falling 
away from the original teaching 
and guidelines left by the Proph-
ets. Significant corruption  in 
these religions caused each one 
to predict the return of a man like 
unto the original prophet himself.
  A man of great power. A man 
filled with knowledge, wis-
dom and understanding, A man 
who would condemn the wick-
ed and reprove the prophets.
  The Jews say that in the end (of 
the Devils time to rule) a man 
like Moses will return who will 
be called the Messiah,  ending  
their nomadic status in the land 
by  granting  them the promise 
homeland. This is why there is 
controversy concerning the state 
of Israel. some Jews say its is  
the fulfillment of the promise, 
while others contend that it is 
an outgrowth of  Zionism which 
is not true Judaism. Regard-
less of philosophy, I would like 
to know which of those credited 
with the founding of the State 
of Israel,  David  Ben-Gurion or 
Theodor Herzl ,was the Messiah.
 The Christians teach that Je-
sus himself  will return after 
having spent the last two thou-
sand years at the right hand of 
God waiting for God to make 
his enemies his footstool.
  Orthodox Muslims believe that 
one coming out of the family of 
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) 
whose name will be Mahdi will 
come and he will be the re-
storer of the kingdom of Islam.
  Now, if these prophecies are 
correct, and I believe they are, 
are we looking for three men 
to come or one great man who 
will bring the truth of all reli-

gions bringing about submission 
to the will of the one true God.
  This brings us back to our ti-
tle question in it’s totality…

  WOULD YOU HAVE 
RESPECT FOR GOD IF 
HE DID NOT SEND THE 

LAST ONE TO US; THE SO-
CALLED NEGRO

  In the  previous  paragraphs of 
this article we examine the his-
tory of  religion and the circum-
stances  which cause Allah (God) 
to send the prophets. When we 
look at the  history of the black 
man and woman in America, not 
only do we fit the criteria to re-
ceive the blessing of Allah (God) 
in a  messenger, but our condi-
tion duplicates the circumstances 
of every Prophet in the Bible and 
the Holy Qur’an to its zenith.
   Never has there been a people on 
Earth in the terrible condition  of 
the Black people of America. We 
have suffered every atrocity worse 
than the Holy Qur’an or Bible can 
describe. Did the Biblical children 
of Israel experience the slavery, 
suffering and death to a greater 
degree than us. Were they stripped 
of everything they once were as 
a people and reduced to the low-
est form of humanity. Were they  
forced not to learn the rudiments 
of civilization under penalty of 
death. We don’t have in the Bible or 
the Holy Qur’an where there were 
woman  raped unmercifully and 
even the slave masters own seed 
sold off like chattel. The Bible or 
Qur’an does not speak of a people 
who were packed in the holes of 
slave ships where the majority of 
them died before reaching there 
destination, and  this for  310 years.
  Jesus of two thousand years ago  
is credited with healing the blind, 
deaf and dumb and those hav-
ing all manner of disease,  but 
for  many of those he healed the 
disease was seen overtaking them 
again, which led Jesus to ask the 
question,” how do you cure a rep-
robate mind” What people in his-
tory are more in need of mental 
healing then the  so- called Negro. 
To live in the mist of such wealth 
as in America an have nothing, and 
be completely dependent upon an-
other people for everything even 
though we have been considered 
free for over 100 years has to be 
the height of  mental disease, 
blindness, deafness and dumbness.    
  The level of pagan devil wor-
ship we practice in America would 
make Prophet Muhammad run for 
the hills never to return. Our love 
for the evil of this world is so in-
tense we run from truth to waddle 
in it. The slightest observation of 
our behavior will manifest that 
we have invented a few idols the 
Arab people prior to the advent of 
the Holy Prophet never thought of.

  As a Blackman from America 
I must question God, look-
ing at the condition we are in, 
where is our Moses, where is 
our Jesus or don’t we count.
  Since we are more in need of a 
of a messiah or a Mahdi then any 
other people I must also question 
the readers of this article again 

WOULD YOU HAVE 
RESPECT FOR GOD IF HE 
DID NOT SEND THAT LAST 

ONE TO US. 
I certainly would not and I would 
never worship a God like that.
  Now that I hope I have made 
you think I have a wonderful an-

nouncement to make.  That Allah 
is a just God, that He heard your 
prayers and looked at your condi-
tion, and He didn’t send a Proph-
et, but chose to come Himself 
and find one amongst us that He 
(Allah) poured  His knowledge, 
wisdom and understanding into, 
and set him before the world as 
His last and greatest Messenger, 
the one that all of the prophets 
wanted to see. The Honorable 
Elijah Muhammad is that one. If 
we study his teaching  and work 
amougst us, we will find in him the 
solution to the world’s problems.
  Thank you for reading this ar-
ticle. As-Salaam-Alaikum.

Would You Have 
Respect For God?

Black Preachers want to know 
when the downward spiral of 
the Church will  End
 TEXAS--Reverand Randy 
Vaughn, the pastor of Mt. Sinai 
Baptist Church, along with 150 
other black pastors, stood in pro-
test against the Churches accep-
tance of  homosexualtiy.
  From March 15  to the 18th, 
these pastors protested the invi-
tation by The American Baptist 
College to allow an open les-
bian, who is so-called “married” 
to another woman, to speak at a 
lecutre there.
    Spoken like a Muslim fol-
lower of Messenger Elijah Mu-
hammad’s Teachings, Reverend 
Vaughn said, “We do not wear 
our sin as a badge and parade 
it,” said Vaughn. “When will the 
downward spiral end?”
  According to Vaughn, the more 
the church is willing to accept 
those who are living a gay life-
style, the more that it will “dam-
age the family unit.” 
  Dwight McKissick, another 
protesting pastor from Arling-
ton, TX, said, “We believe the 
Bible and its teachings. We be-
lieve homosexuality — as a 
matter of fact all the Bible talks 
about as sin — is sin.”
  “We don’t feel you have the 
right to live any way and be re-
spected in the congregation of 
our faith,” he said. “There is 
nothing holy about lesbianism as 

there is nothing holy about het-
erosexual adultery.”
  “It is certainly high time that the 
largest organized body of Black 
Christians anywhere in the world 
take a definitive, official stand on 
this subject,” McKissick said.
  This brings to mind the words 
Messenger Elijah Muhammad 
spoke in 1959, which appear in 
the first chapter of his  book THE 
FALL OF AMERICA.   
  Please turn to page 26 and 
read what God’s Messenger to 
the Black man and woman in    
America said on this subject.

Reverend Randy Vaughn
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“My people, I am here to ful-
fill a promise made long ago. I 
am here to bring you the truth. 
I am here with a solution to the 
problems of the so-called Ne-
gro and his white slave masters. 
You are seeking something. You 
are seeking an answer to your 
four hundred year old problem 
of slavery, servitude and fifth - 
class citizenship. 
  I am here with the solution to 
that problem. How good it is, 
then, for Black brothers of like 
minds and similar burdens to get 
together for a spiritual feast. For 
more than four hundred years 
your pleas for justice, freedom, 
equality, a decent place in the 
sun have reverberated like thun-
derclaps sounding in the dark 
valleys of Lebanon. Yet there has 
been no answer. 
  Never in the history of human 
evil have so many asked for a 
just pittance, so loud, so long 
and received in return so little, if 
anything at all. 
  THE CHURCH HAS 
FAILED YOU. CHRISTIAN-
ITY HAS FAILED YOU. THE 
GOVERNMENT OF AMER-
ICA HAS FAILED YOU. You 
have not received justice from 
any quarter. As prophesied, you, 
my fellow Black men, are as 
sheep among wolves and as is to 
be expected, every wolf is taking 
a bite at you. 
  You approach the Senate, the 
House, the White House, and 
you ask for justice. You get injus-
tice. All our prayers have come 
to naught because we have pro-
ceeded out of ignorance. 
  We have not known the true 
God. We have not known who 
are our brothers. We have not 
known who are our enemies. We 
have not known who is God; nor 
have we known who is the devil. 
  In a nutshell, we have not 
known the truth about God, the 
devil and until that truth is made 
plain to us, our prayers for jus-
tice will forever go unanswered. 
We will be the subject of scorn 
and laughter. 
  BY NOW IT SHOULD BE 
EVER SO CLEAR THAT 
POLITICS WILL NO MORE 
SOLVE OUR PROBLEM 
THAN IT DID THE DIFFI-
CULTIES FACING ISRAEL 
DURING HER BONDAGE IN 
EGYPT. 
  We have come to the brink of 
extinction. We must now and 
here make an agonizing reap-
praisal of our way of life if we 
care anything for ourselves, our 
lives, our people, our race, the 
future of our properties, wives 
and children. 

  Justice is a common thing. Yet, 
it is elusive. Men have sought 
its meaning and substance since 
time began. 
  Plato shrugged that justice was 
nothing more than the wish of 
the strongest members of society. 
Jesus equated justice with broth-
erhood. Shakespeare saw it as a 
matter of mercy. 
  I AM HERE TO TELL YOU 
THAT JUSTICE IS THE 
EVENTUAL WORKING OUT 
OF THE WILL OF GOD as in-
dicated in the fundamental prin-
ciples of truth. 
  Justice is the antithesis of wrong, 
the weapon God will use to bring 
judgment upon the world, the 
purpose and consummation of 
His coming. 
  Although we are the chosen of 
God, when it comes to justice, 
the so-called American Negroes 
are the most deprived people on 
the planet earth. Had justice pre-
vailed, there would be no need for 
a day of judgment to come today 
to plead, not to the unjust judges 
of the world, but to the just judge 
to give the Black man of America 
justice. That just judge is Allah, 
God. 
  WE HAVE COME TO THE 

END OF THE DAYS OF THE 
UNJUST JUDGES. EVEN 
THOUGH IT MAY OFFEND 
SOME, YOU MUST KNOW 
THE TRUTH OF IT ALL. 
THE TRUTH HURTS THE 
GUILTY. According to the say-
ings of Jesus, the truth will make 
us free. 
  The imperative need is for a 
clear cut definition of that truth 
that will make us free. 
  WE MUST DISTINGUISH 
BETWEEN THE TRUTH AND 
THE FALSE SO-CALLED 
TRUTHS THAT HAVE BEEN 
HANDED DOWN TO US 
FROM GENERATION BY 
OUR SLAVE MASTERS. 
  We have been falsely taught that 
the truth was the matter of Jesus’ 
birth and death. It has been taught, 
and this is also false, that the truth 
is the revelation of Christianity. 
Neither of these is the truth. Nei-
ther of these will make you free. 
  THE TRUTH TO FREE-
DOM IS THE KNOWLEDGE 
OF GOD AND THE DEVIL, 
TRUTH OF YOURSELVES, 
OTHERS AND THE REAL 
RELIGION OF GOD. 
  How mistaken you are to assume 
that Jesus was the final word of 
truth. Jesus Himself admitted He 
could not tell it all. Yet He prom-
ised that God would send one who 

would not only reveal the ultimate 
truth but Who would reveal it to 
the people lying in the mud of ig-
norance and shame.
   We, the fools of the world, would 
be the first to know that truth, not 
the wise of this world. 
  This is not cause for offense: for 
when God said He would reveal 
his truth to the fools of the world, 
it was a blessing, not an insult to 
us. 
  After all, this names us His cho-
sen people. 
  Thus it is that the problem of the 
Black man in America has set off 
an era of troubling throughout the 
world. 
  UNTIL YOUR PROBLEM IS 
SOLVED THERE WILL NOT 
BE PEACE FOR ANYONE. 
  Today, then, is a new day dawn-
ing in a new world; for the old 
day and the old world have passed 
away. 
  The new day, the new world, if 
you please, cannot come into full 
meaning until justice comes to 
our people. 
  THE BURDEN IS NOT OUR 
OPPRESSOR’S ALONE. 
MUCH OF IT IS UPON US. 
THE TIME HAS COME 
WHEN WE MUST SPEAK OR 
DIE. 
   Our leaders, or so-called lead-
ers, are choked by fear. Such a 
leader is not worth the salt that 
leavens his bread. 
  This fear is the root of their fail-
ure to tell you the truth. Now this 
truth must come out. 
  You have misunderstood the 
Bible. 
  Christianity is a white man’s re-
ligion and it contains no salvation 
for the Black man. 
  For this very reason, the prayers 
of your preachers to the govern-
ment, the Father, the Son and the 
Holy Ghost have fallen on deaf 
ears. 
  NOW, I ASK YOU, WHAT 
GOOD IS CHRISTIANITY TO 
YOU AND TO ME IF THAT 
RELIGION AND THE GOD 
OF THAT RELIGION WILL 
NOT DEFEND US AGAINST 
LYNCHING AND RAPE?  
 Indeed, we would be fools to be-
lieve and trust such a religion and 
such a God knowing that He be-
stows all His blessings upon our 
enemy. 
  We are taught to look forward to 
a salvation that does not exist. 
  Christianity offers you salvation 
after death. You must go down 
into the earth and rot. 
  That kind of salvation I don’t 
want. I will not give you two cents 
for it.
   Any man that will work hard all 
his life praying to God to take and 
give him a home beyond the grave 
is a fool.
   I am sorry if you think ill of me, 

Leviticus 18:22

What Does The Bible Teach?

“Thou shalt not 
lie with mankind, 

as with 
womankind: 

it is abomination.”

 On Homosexuality

Continued on page 27 
(Chiristiany has Failed You)

Christianity has failed you!
but the truth is all 1 am going to 
speak. 
  THE BLACK MAN IN 
AMERICA IS IN A TER-
RIBLE CONDITION. HE IS 
EMASCULATED, BLINDED, 
CONFUSED, AND WANDER-
ING ABOUT AT HIGH NOON 
ON JUDGMENT DAY.
   If judgment day were not here, 
instead of some remote hour to 
come, I would not be bringing 
you this message at this hour!    
  Elijah is here because the day of 
judgment is here! 
  What a sorry spectacle we make 
before God and the nations of 
the world! Here we are, upwards 
of twenty million Black Ameri-
cans who have given their blood, 
sweat, and service for four hun-
dred years in the vain hope that 
one day justice would be ours. 
  When the bugle call of war 
sounded, the Black soldier stood 
erect. The plains of Europe, Asia, 
Africa and America have been 
fertilized by his blood. Yet the 
government of the nation, for 
which he fought and in whose 
cause he died, allows his sons 
to he lynched and then adds salt 
to the wound by concealing the 
identity of the lynchers. 
  More, the government seeks out 
the lynchers and then turns them 
over to their fellowmen who share 
the lynchers’ cause and motives.
   Our daughters and wives are 
lynched before our eyes. The 
government will not put a stop 
to it. They will allow the lynch-
ers to lynch you and me if we are 
charged with an attempt to rape 
one of them. 
  The lynchers live right next door, 
down the street, up the alley. Yet, 
they are not brought to justice. 
  All of this grief you and I must 
suffer. All these burdens, we must 
bear.
   It is beyond comprehension that 
the American government, mis-
tress of the seas, lord of the air, 
conqueror of outer space, squire 
of the land and prowler of the 
deep bottoms of the oceans, is 
unable to defend us from assault, 
rape and murder on the streets of 
these concrete jungles.
   What sane man can deny that 
it is now time that you and I take 
counsel among ourselves to the 
end of finding justice for our-
selves...
  Our sons and daughters are 
lynched, kicked, beaten, hung up 
in the sun, drowned in the river, in 
ponds and lakes. 
  Their bodies are found in the 
street, on the highway, in the 
bushes -- killed by the very peo-
ple for whom they have slaved 

By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

Excerpt from Chapter 1 of Fall of America
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leads into darkness.  
  I thank you for reading these 
few words as I like to close  with 
a prayer from the Messenger 
the Hon. Elijah Muhammad: 
“Thanks, thanks to Allah, our 
God, in the person of Master 
Fard Muhammad, The Great 
Mahdi, who was to come and 
has come, to restore--- we, who 
were lost from our Own – the 
Kingdom of Islam—and to de-
stroy those who have destroyed 
us. Thou art our God, O Allah, 
and we are Thy people. Deliver 
us from our murderers, and we 
will serve and obey Thee all 
the days of our life and we will 
teach our children Thy Praises 
and to submit to Thee for Thy 
Unequaled Love and Mercy for 
us.  And thanks to You, O Allah, 
for making manifest our enemy 
(the devil), and help us, O Allah 
to die the death of a Muslim.”
  This prayer can be found in 
Message To the Blackman in 
America; the Messenger used it 
in his closing reply to Mr. J.B. 
Stoner, the Arch Leader and  
Imperial wizard of the Ku Klux 
Klan.
As Salaam Alaikum

Don’t Gossip
Continued from page 22

Call (313) 371-7033

Classes Begin 
Tuesday, June 23, 2015

Space is Limited So Register Early!

Summer Youth Program

NATION 
OF 

ISLAM

Ages 8 and up!

  You will learn to sew 
a skirt, or a pair pants 
and some will even 

advance to a dress or 
bow tie.

  The Sewing Class 
will end with a 
Fashion Show, 

where your family and 
friends will 

see you model
 the clothing 

YOU HAVE SEWN!

Fa s h i o n  S h ow
Saturday,  September 5, 2015

T i c k e t s  $ 5

$10 per person - Registration ends June 6, 2015 

Classes Held Tuesdays & Thursdays

Christianity has 
Failed you
their lives out to give comfort.
   WHEN YOU STAND UP AND 
SPEAK A WORD IN BEHALF 
OF YOUR OWN PEOPLE, 
YOU ARE CLASSIFIED AS A 
TROUBLEMAKER, you are 
classified as a Communist, as 
a race hater and everything but 
good. 
  How can you as a people ever be 
anything if you are going to crush 
out your leaders who try to seek 
justice for you even at the cost of 
their own lives? 
  I, Elijah Muhammad, am clas-
sified as a race hater. What race? 
What teaching am I uttering that 
you can classify as race hatred? 
   HOW CAN THE DEVIL 
SAY LITTLE ELIJAH 
MUHAMMAD IS TEACHING 
RACE HATRED IN THE FACE 
OF OVER FOUR HUNDRED 
YEARS OF HIS HATRED OF 
YOU AND ME! 
   If God has revealed to me the 
truth of this race of people and 
yourself, and I tell you of it, and 
that is the truth, then don’t say 
that I am teaching race hatred. 
Just say I teach the truth. 
  There is only one thing that I am 
teaching today that is hatred. That 
is the truth of the devil. That truth 
I did not know. Only God knows 
the truth of the devil. He has re-
vealed it to me.
   If that is not the truth, let the 
devil attack God. It is just that 
the truth has come to you, people 
without the knowledge of the 
truth, the deceived, and misled 
by a wise, wicked scientist. I am 
here with the truth from God Al-
mighty, and for that truth I will 
give my life. I will not hide that 
truth to the inducement of false-
hood. I wont mix it up with false-
hood.
   I say to you, my beloved broth-
ers and sisters of injustice, if you 
will only reflect on what is said 
from the mouth of Elijah, you will 
not take it for insult. You will not 
take him for a race hater. You will 
take him for a beloved brother, 
a beloved teacher and a beloved 
defender of yourself. I am not 
before you of myself. I have not 
been sent of myself. My mission 
is not for me, nor is my mission 
from the devil. I have been Sent 
by Almighty God, Allah.
   It is a very strong and powerful 
mission that will bring a turning 
point in the history of the world at 
large, the Black man in particular. 
   The truth will make you free. 
What is that truth that will free 
us? You say, “We are already 
free. Abraham Lincoln freed us.’’ 
That is not the kind of freedom of 
which I speak. Abraham Lincoln 
was not instrumental in trying to 
free you. Remember that! Abra-
ham Lincoln wanted a United 
States of America. They didn’t 

Continued from page 26 want two presidents. They didn’t 
want two governments ruling 
America. They wanted only one 
government with one president 
for all. It was not that they were 
so full of love for the so-called 
Negroes, that he wanted to free 
them from the hands of his broth-
er. But this was a good weapon 
to bring his brother into submis-
sion to his idea of a United States 
and one President of that United 
States. So, therefore you were 
just lucky that you got freed from 
servitude and slavery at that time. 
Otherwise, you would probably 
still been in servitude and slavery 
today....Mr. Lincoln was not your 
brother. He was not your friend 
anymore than George Washing-
ton.
   Now we are one hundred years 
up from slavery. Many of you 
feel proud that you have been 
schooled. You have a few diplo-
mas and degrees. You can do little 
things educationally, but that does 
not get you justice in America. 
You still suffer injustice with an 
armful of diplomas and degrees 
from colleges and universities. Is 
that right? 
  If that is not right, I am willing 
that you shoot me down, cut me 
down, anyway you please to get 
rid of me, if I am not right. If I am 
right, be aware! What we want to-
day is justice. We want the truth. 
The truth has come to you. You 
are not accepting it. Think it over! 
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This is the question asked most frequently by 
both the whited and the blacks. The answers to 
this question I shall state as simply as possible.
 1. We want freedom. We want a full and complete 
freedom.
 2.  We want justice. Equal justice under the law.  
We want justice applied equally to all, regardless 
of creed, or class, or color.
 3. We want equality of opportunity. We want equal 
membership in society with the best in civilized 
society.
  4.  We want our people in America whose 
parents or grandparents were descendants 
from slaves, to be allowed to establish a sepa-
rate state or territory of their own...either on 
this continent or elsewhere.  We believe that our 
former slave masters are obliged to provide such 
land and that the area must be fertile and minerally 
rich.  We believe that our former slave masters 
are obligated to maintain and supply our needs 
in this separate territory for the next 20 to 25 
years...until we are able to produce our own 
needs.
   Since we cannot get along with them in peace 
and equality, after giving them 400 years of our 
sweat and blood, and receiving in return some 
of the worst treatment human beings have ever 
experienced, we believe our contributions to this 
land and the suffering forced upon us by white 
America, justifies our demand for complete sepa-
ration in a state or territory of our own.
 5.  We want freedom for all Believers of Islam 
now held in federal prisons.  We want freedom 
for all black men and women now under death 
sentence in innumerable prisons in the North, 
as well as the South.
   We want every black man and woman to have 
the freedom to accept or reject being separated 
from the slave master’s children and establish a 
land of their  own.
   We know that the above plan for the solution of 
the black and white conflict is the best and only 
answer to the problem between two people.
 6.  We want an immediate end to the police 
brutality and mob attacks against the so-called 
Negro throughout the United States.  
  We believe that the Federal government should 
intercede to see that black men and women tried 
in white courts receive justice in accordance with 
the laws of the land - or allow us to build a new 
nation for ourselves, dedicated to justice, freedom 
and liberty.
 7.  As long as we are not allowed  to establish a 
state or territory of our own, we demand not only 

What the Muslims Want
equal justice under the laws of the United States, 
but equal employment opportunities - NOW.
   We do not believe that after 400 years of free 
or nearly free labor, sweat and blood, which has 
helped America become rich and powerful, that 
so many thousands of black people should have 
to subsist on relief, charity, or live in poor homes.
 8.  We want the government of the United States 
to exempt our people from All Taxation as long 
as we are deprived of equal justice under the laws 
of the land.
 9.  We want equal education -but separate schools 
up to 16 for boys and 18 for girls on the condition 
that the girls be sent to women’s colleges and uni-
versities.  We want all black children, educated, 
taught and trained by their own teachers.
 Under such schooling systems we believe we will 
make a better nation of people. The United States 
government should provide, free, all necessary 
text books and equipment, schools, and college 
buildings.  The Muslim teachers shall be left 
free to teach and train their people in the way 
of righteousness,  decency and self respect.
 10.  We believe that intermarriage or race mix-
ing  should be prohibited.  We want the religion 
of  Islam taught without hindrance or suppression.
 These are some of the things that we, the Muslims, 
want for our people in North America.

 1.  WE BELIEVE in the One God Whose proper Name 

is Allah.

 2.  WE BELIEVE in the Holy Qur’an and in the Scriptures 

of all the Prophets of God.

 3.  WE BELIEVE in the truth of the Bible, but we believe 

that it has been tampered with and must be reinterpreted 

so that mankind will not be snared by the falsehoods that 

have been added to it.

 4.  WE BELIEVE in Allah’s Prophets and the Scriptures 

they brought to the people.

 5.  WE BELIEVE in the resurrection of the dead -- but 

not in the physical resurrection -- but in mental resur-

rection.  We believe that the so-called Negro’s are most in 

need of mental resurrection therefore they will be resur-

rected first. 

      Furthermore, we believe we are the people of God’s 

choice, as it has been written. That God would choose the 

rejected and the despised. We can find no other persons 

fitting this description in these last days more than the so-

called Negro’s in America.  We believe in the resurrection 

of the righteous.

 6.  WE BELIEVE in the judgement; We believe this first 

judgement will take place in America.

 7.  WE BELIEVE this is the time in history for the separa-

tion of the so-called Negro’s and so-called white Americans.  

What the Muslims Believe

We believe the black men should be freed in name as well 

as in fact.  By this we mean that he should be freed from the 

names imposed upon him by his former slave masters.  Names 

which identified him as being the slave master’s slave.  We be-

lieve that if we are free indeed, we should go in our own people’s 

names - the black people of the earth.

 8.  WE BELIEVE in justice for all, whether in God or not; 

We believe as others, that we are due equal justice as human 

beings.  We believe in equality -- as a nation -- of equals.  We 

do not believe that we are equal with our slave master in the 

status of “freed slaves”.

  We recognize and respect American citizens as independent 

people and we respect their laws which govern this nation.

  9.  WE BELIEVE that the offer of Integration is hypocriti-

cal and is made by those who are trying to deceive the black 

people into believing that their 400 year-old open enemies 

of freedom, justice and equality are, all of a sudden, their 

“friends”.  Furthermore, we believe that such deception is in-

tended to prevent black people from realizing that the time in his-

tory has arrived for the separation from the whites of this nation.

  If the white people are truthful about their professed friend-

ship toward the so-called Negro, they can prove it by dividing 

up America with their slaves.

   We do not believe that America will ever be able to furnish 

jobs for her own millions of unemployed, in addition to jobs for 

the 20,000,000 black people as well.

 10. WE BELIEVE that we who declared ourselves to be righ-

teous Muslims, should not participate in wars which take the 

lives of humans.  We do not believe this nation should force us 

to take part in such wars, for we have nothing to gain from it 

unless America agrees to give us the necessary territory wherein 

we may have something to fight for.

 11. WE BELIEVE our women should be respected and protected 

as the women of their nationalities are respected and protected.

12.  WE BELIEVE that Allah (God) appeared in the Person 

of Master Fard Muhammad, July, 1930; the long-awaited 

“Messiah” of the Christians and the “Mahdi” of the Muslims.

 We believe further and lastly that Allah is God and besides HIM 

there is no God and He will bring about a universal government 

of peace wherein we all can live in peace together.

The Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad
THE LAST MESSENGER OF ALLAH


